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DISCLAIMER

Mention of brand namb of equip it does not constitute endorse-
(

.ment or recommendation of product by the Environmental Protection

Agency. The information and findings piesented in this paper are

not to be construed as representing. official equipment design or

modification specifications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

;

,

The Environmental Protection Agency, Region 'VII,. Field inves-
t '4

tigations 'Section has been responding to an increasing number of
:

requests for 'information resulting'from its water/wasteWa r s
9

pling activities and Its experience with various_ cemmerc al s.
and flow measurement devices.

.
These ,requests have come jt

environmental agencies, other EPA regions, engineering consulting

firms, commerci ail ;laboratories , industries; universities, -vocational -

schools, and individuals. It is the purpose .of this reportto

consolidate and summarize the activities, experience, sampling

methods, and field measurement tethniques of the Field Investigations.

.Section in order to provide-a readysource-of info tion for these

interested parties..

Curing the Pasttwo years" there has been a dramatic expaniton
?

in deman4 for wastewater chemistry data on point sottke discharges
144

and a concurrent sh4ft`away frien georarpurpose stream. studies.

In order to meet these.needS and;,o provide data for enforcement

efforts, cos plirce monitoring,'water quality standards evaluations,.

and waste ,treatment operational assistance and performance,

evaluation, the Field Irivestigat4ons Section has minimized efforts.

requiring manual methods'of sample collection and has placed'
, 9

increasing rel i arree' Upon tommercially available egtorretic wastewater
,-..

samplihg eAdiipment.-

Emphasis on point source, sampling has been accompanied by, a

'Corresponding increase in.the heed for hydraulic discharge

13
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measurements fOr, the purposes.,of making up fl Div-proportional
fl.1$. ,

sample's,. tafcb-itting pollutant loadings, and- setting effluent

. limitations.- With the hundreds of'discharges sampled every,year,
.

, 3

the Field..Investigafions,$e.ction has been forced to resort to an

ever expanding variety of flow measurement techniques as a result

of the plethora of ling site configurations encountered in its

field surveys.

As the section gained familiarity and experience with various

compositors and hydraulic measurement methods and with the, accumu-
,

lafion of large volumes of water quality information, it became

apparent that different sampling equipment and fl ow measurement

techniques resulted insignificant data dissimilarity. These di s-
.-

tcrepancies raised Several questions regarding: (a) the reliability

of various commercial cramplilg equipment, (b) the representatNe-

ness of samples collected by different automatic sampling 'equipment,
$

(c) the variation in wastewater chemistry data which can be .expetted

°' as a result of differences in performance Of equipment and changes

in manual collection methods,(d) the adequacy of discrete gr'ab

sample analysis for routine surveys, and monitoring programs, (e)

the necessity of ow-proportional samOling of raw municipal

wastewaters, and (f) the precision of flow measurement methods.

During 'the past twelve months the Field InvestigatiOns Section

has mounted several special sampling efforts- and has extracted data

from past and continuing surveys and his drawn upon the collective

. experience of the section's staff to gain insight into the preceding %,

14
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considerations. 'This'report details the, results of that:twelve-

month effort.

It is not'the funCtion of thisreport to serve as a substitute

for thejudgement Of the professional in the field but rather to,

provide a basis for the development of sound sampling programs and

to focus attention upon those sources of error and data variability

which the,section has gained knowledge of, often at considerable

time and expense. It is the opnionof the Field Investigations,

staff that data quality control should start in the field instead
.1

of the" laboratory.

As the experieve of the'section continues to gra*, as new

sampling situations are'encountered, and as new equipment', comes on

i. -the market-and, becomes available to the section for testing and

evaluation, it
,

is expected that this report will be revised and

expanded.

15
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STRUCTURE AND AcTrviris OF lriEFIELD INVESTIGAT.IONS sEcriori

I

The Field Investigatilf ec-tion, Which is located in the

offices of the EPA, Region VII, La oratory *, consists of eight,pro-
,

fessional and stibprofessional employees who are responsibfe for
.,

planning the field sprveys and sample collection activities of the
. . r.

Surveilliknce and Analysis Division. This division, wi,tk.its labo-. TA

-ratory c,pability, provides the wate' qUality information orthe
, .

.1,-

agency in the four-state 'region -of Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, and

* 1
Iowa.

The Field Investigation professional staff includes two
t.

sanitary engineers (GS-13 and 114, one chemical. Ingineer, (GS-11),

and one hydrologist (GS-9). The subprofessional staff consists' of

four engintiering technicians indgrades ranging from GS-3 to 6. The .

regional laboratory, with a staff of eight professional chemists.

(GS-7 to 13) and th`rge microbiologists (GS-7, 9 and 12), is respon--
.,m

sible for operating the mobile laboratories of the section during

field survey

In areas outside the range 1nwhich analytical support can be

provided by t regional laboratory, fiel d sarrpl i ng teamS: normal ly.

operate within a 161-km (100-mile) radius 'of a mobile laboratory

which is generally set up at a wastewater ttreatment facility in

a community within the area-of interpst. Because .of logistics

problems in some of/the. more sparsely populated areas of the

region, it is frequently necessary to work field .teams outside of

r.

* 25 Funs* Road, Kan4as Gity, Kansas 66115

'16
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this 161-km 10e-mile) radius. Ten to twenty-five percent of the
. .

total field. activity may be conducted at distances ,up to 322 km

(2b0 mi.les)sfrom the-laboratory base.' Operating at these greater

distances reducei the section capability by an estimated fifty per-.

cent,and greatly increases the unit cost of sample collection.

Prior to mounting.a sur,yey the section makes- every effort to
ascertain and consolidate the iarious,data needs of the 'agency and

. of the state iri order to avoid duplication of effort and to minimize

the number of labora'tOry set ups. It reqtiires a minimum of one wk

Ito ten days 'to phepare and stock a mobile laboratory; set it on

site; haie electricity, water, and phone installed; and then torn
down anditurned to kansas City following completion of a survey.

If possible, field activities in areas requiring mobile laboratory

support are restricted to surveys of thirty days duration, or ,

Ma4or field equipment currently available to the Field Inves-'

tigations Section,in addition to analytical equipment permanently

housed in the regional laboratory, Are listed below with the

approxiniate initial Costs:

r
`1 Mobile Laboratory $15,000

1 Mobile Laboratory (on foan)

GSA 'Vehicles (monthly operating cost) 800

5 Boats and Motors
5,000

50 Composite 'Sample Col 1 ectors

(approximately $5607each) '2&,000.

17
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4.:

Recording and Measuring Equipment*

Current meters

$ 6,600

Weirs

Float recorders

.Con4uctance liquid level recorders

Field Analysis Equipment 6,100

pH meters '

Conductivity meters ; ,

Fluorometers

Di s sOl ved- oXygen meters

Sonar depth meters

4rAPortable Generators .1,200

Metal Detector 300 d
. The section attempts to'carefully review the locations to be

"illbsimpled in ordelp.to limit sample 'collection and to reduce the

analytical work load on the laboratory to th'e absolute min required

to provide ttiejnecessary informition. ;In the rou)ine monitoring of
municipal wastewater treatment facilities, the section normally
utiJizeS unattended compos itors to collect three 24-hr composites

, .

, at an influent and effluent stations. Lagoon ,effluents are

generally grablrampled dues to the more uniform character of these
disehirges. -Schechiltng,ttiree dos of Sampling at each site allows

. the section some latitude in the event Qf compositor malfunction or

- missed dilutioin in the labqratory. In the absence of any evidence

-
* See Chaptbr

.18
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f

13d1 Cat, nlk,

on "municipal wastewaters

Water tempera:tu re,.
r,

flow (instantaneous or coWndo:us dependj:ng upOn% planot .
.

oo

r. V

Waste, pi.oblem, data collected.
.

inc-lude: ``

V

recorders and/or flow measurement' devices) .

PH A. .. . ,
,-,.Specific 'conductance .: ''

.

"five -day bi ochemi oky.giv,a'demandV, .

,

Chemical oxygen demand
ofe 0 .

Nonfi 1 terable solids, (Total suspended" s:91 ids')

Ninon ia nitrogen.'

Total. kjeJdahl nitrogen

ti

7

9

Nitrite-nitrate nrtrogen,

Total phosphorus

Fecal' co 1 i form, , 1.

5: 5,

e

11.

-a

'

Industrial wa'steCrate7s; offer almoSeendjcs,s, variety .and.ft is
11-tdifficult. to generalize sampling' efforts:- -cyrrepf industrial, stin-

piing has been oriented toward a 5-day wori(
,

with unattended -.mechanical time- composite sample .collectors, , v
instal led at each "poi'nt of interest: Sainp)e ablleaion periods.

-9,
are generally .24 itr and samples .are split with cormany persoopel
Analytical -reqpi rements, varhy wittelY but generally incl ode, thtb'sare

analyses as for municipal wasteWaters,)31 Lis several metal 'analyses,
. ,and freauently of l and grease.. Those industrial wastes which

41.

rz.:i0A re use of t+ ,gas chrdmotoigrapny-(Hass spetrometer (GC-MS) for

/Mk

19
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t

analysesorequire an'alytical times wi)i.ch are onder--6f,magnitude
.

greater than the .time' necessary for other determiriattons. A mingle

sample for GC-MS analysis can demand as much as one`Man-month of .

ii
/

professional analytical time._

- Under favorable conditions a mobile laboratory field operation
1,

..

. works best wits 'a crew of seven people including: (a) two engi-

ineers,
i

.
(b) tw engineering techniciahs, (c) one chemii , (d) --t

microbiologist, and N ) one technician. rking

entirety withih a'161-km (100-mile) radioof the mobile labdra--'
I, -4

ivory this staff (which is rotated at 2-wk intervals) would be' able
, -,.;

1.. to install compositors and collect Approximately 100 samples per
,.

wk for and laboratory analyses. Total time and east for a .
,

.
'30 -day field survey is estiiilseed as follows:

Efigineers

1 man-imonth office preparation

2 man-months .field work

4

.
.

2 .oan-months data analyses and report writing ,

- -44
,

) : ill,

Engi neering Technicians

2 man-months mobile laboratory and equipment

repair .And preparation

4 tfan -months field work

Laboratory Persjortnel - . At.

6 man-morlths mobile laboratory work

6, man-months regional ;laboratory analytical work

Clerical

2 man -moriths pl anni ng- 4nd, report preparation

g

.111.6I
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Costs

Sal ari es t
Pee Diem

Travel of Personnel

Govern 11 of Ladings

Vehicles

i

Miscellaneous Equipment

(Ice, batteries, containers,

uti , chemicals , etc. )

$23,.500

.7;300

400

400'

1,000

1,500

$34,100

.
. O

This results in an average .cost per sample of $85,25 for survey

work not requiring use of the GC-MS. The cost. for eSttmatirripur-
.

poses should be raised to $100.00 per sample to cover management

and other overhead.

e

A

* Salaries are multiplied by a factor of ,1.2 to account for com-
pensatory time allotted following, the lb- to- 12 -hr, 7- day-a-week
work schedule normally .used in the field:

,21
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. III. 'SAMPLER RELIABILITY, INSTALLATION, AND OPERATION

. SAPIPLER RELIABILITY

Within the past two yr the Field Investigations Section has

purchased fifty commercial-compositors of fifteen makes and models

.and, as a result of numenous surveys, has collectively accumulated

A
S

approximately 9'0,000 hr of field operational experience with the

units on municipal and industrial raw and tr.yated.wastewaters under

summer and winter conditions. This experience has pointed out

design weaknesses, operational difficulties, and maintenance.prob-

lems and has given the section. an understanding of the capabilities

and limitations of each sampler.

A preVious evaluation .(1) of commercially available samplers

reported lAtle in the way of field operational information. It-is

;believed that this summary of op-site experience with these instru-

mentswill be of value to others in the water pollution control

field in selecting compositors for specifi-c applications and in

avoiding some of those operational problems encountered by the

Field'InvestigatIons Section.

1. SAMPLER INVENTORY

models
Tile I is an inventory of fourteen various makes

of commercially available compositors which the Field In stigations

Section has used routinely on field sampling efforts or has gained

some experience with, courtesy of the manufacturer. .Ibe section-

.also has two additional c,:moositors which wipe either special order

or were-made in the,laboratory; however, as theie are nonstandard,

2 2



TABLE I

INVENTORY OF AUTOMATIC WASTEWATER SAMPLERS._

Samaler

4,1%

Cost

Power'
Supply

Type Of,

Sample

Type Of

Pump

Intake
Tube

ID

mm(a)

Liquid

Intake

Velocity

cm/sec(b)

Purge .

Cycle

.

Ak'
,,irldnotor WA-2 450 AC) Time Peristaltic' 3,17 7.9 No

SITamotor WD-2 650 AC-DC Time Peristaltic 3.17 7.9 No

B sfora EV -1 '583 AC-DC Time or Vacuum Pump 4,76 0.45
Flow

Brailstord DU-1 325 DC Time or Piston 4.76 0.45 No
Flow

Broilsford EP-1 300 , DC Time Piston 4.76 0.45 No.

Hants,Mark 3B 595 Manual Time Manual '6.35 75(d)
No

Vacudin Vacuum

IStO 1391-X 995 AC -DC Time or PeriStalti$ 6.35 21
-

Yes
Flow

ISC0.1392 , 995 AC-DC Time or Peristaltic 6.35 61 Yes
Flog

-
'

Sirco MKV$7 '1,275 AC-DC Time or Piston 9.52 , 98 Yes
Flow

Pro-Tech CG-125P 580 Gas Time or Gas Lift 3.17 207 Yes
Flow

QCEC CVE 620 AC Time Piston 6.35 61-152 Yes

Nt-Con Scout 450 DC Time Peristaltic 6.35 7.6 Yes

N-Con Surveyor 275 AC Time or Impeller 12.70 36 'Gravity
Flow -

N -Con Sentinel (c)
Unknown AC Time or Optional NA Variable NA

Flow

(a) Multiply by 0.0394 to obtain inches

(b) Multiply by 0.0328 to obtain fps

c Loaned Courtesy of manufActurer

(d) Mear;

23
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not a Vdl able it t, they wi1.1 nct bt disLusSec 1.115 -

report,

The natnes and -aodresses of tne manufactuer's of the composi-

t

tors shown in Table I can be found in the appendix. The cost

figures for each compositor represented the b'ic unit only and do

not reflect such optional extras as rechargeable battery packs,'

flow-proportioningdevices, or multiplexing units, etc. Type of

sample refers to whether the*Instrunient is restricted to taking a

\

time-c.omposi te.sdmple or it has fl ow-proportio,nal capabi 1 ty

(optional extra), It can ba seen that mpst of the units can

collect both types of samples. Intake tube ID and liquid intake.

velocity refer, respectively, to the inside- diameter of the sample ,

intake lin, and to the velocity of the liquid in this line during

the sampling cycle Table J also indicates whether or.Qot the'
+1

sampler hash a urge cycle to pi-event hose clogging and to reduce

cross contamination of discrete arripl-es or aliquots,

a. SIGMAMOTOR MODELS WA-2 AND WD-2

The operation o*these two,,compositors is identical- with the

exception of the alternate battery pack power source an Model WD-2.
),

These units rely -onta timer and peristaltic pump for collection of

time - composite samples. Six of these units have been used\ or

several thousand hours of running time. The units are durable and

easily installed iu manholes. Routtne sampling. with 4.5-m .(15-ft)

heads 's phssiH,. r..?erl'J_. of the 3.17-mm (1/8-in.) In ,nt?ke.1-ine

and tn !';et. '0.2.6-fp-s) liquid intake velocity, tnese units

24-
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° are best suited to v,aste streams withoutiarge Or high Oensity

suspended materiel.

Field use has revealed some operational problems with these

units. These compositors have no by-pass'switch on the timer and

during installation it is necessary to reset the timer to zero

several times to check the operation of the pump prior to setting

the timer to the appropriate sample collection cycle.

The motor unit of these compositors is at the bottom of the

fiber glass case which has a 1.2-cm (0.5-in.) lip on it. If the

-sample container.overflows, this lip will retain enough water to

short out and permanently damage the motor. This situation

occurred. during one of the'field surveys of the section and motor

replacement cost was $37.40.

Battery operation of the WD-2,model Is restricted unless

extra batteries and recharger are available. Only one day of

operation _is possible from charged battery pack.

b. BkAILSFORD MODEL EV-1

Thisunit collects "a single 3.8-1(1-gal) sample during an

8-, 16-, 24-:\r 48-hr period. Operation is dependent upon

.

vacuum pump and metering chamber. Maximum pumping head for this

Compositor is about:1.24o 1A3 m (4 to 6 ft). The unit will operate

continuously for five days on a 12-v, rechargeable battery. For

reliable operation this compositor should be installed level and

the metering chamber cleaned- at frequent intervals. A build lip of

solids in the metering chrber will cause the float to stick and

25 .,
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will result in incomplete composites. Because of the small-diam-

eter sampling hose andlcw liquid intake velocity, this sampler is

best utilized for sampling wastewaters with low suspended solids
,-. ,

, *
cohcentrations.

.. .

With-ar; optional head detector anfta suitable weir this unit

. will collect flow-proportional samples.

. c. BAAILSORD MODEL DU-1.

This compositor utilizes a small piston pump to collect a

single 7.6-1 (2-gal ).sample over a variable time period. When used

In conjunction/with a-l inear head detector and an appropriate weir,

this compositor will collect flow-proportional sample.e. The

instrUment.., with the exception of the optional head detector, is
,

,self-contained and can be easily,installed in a manhole. 'Overflow

of the sample bottle is .prevented by 1,floatactivated cut off .

switch which tits in the top *of the bottle.*.This switch is sensi-

tive to positions from vertical and necessfitates.level instillation,

.
of the compositor: If routine servicing is assure.d) th-q siNttch

0
. !

at can be by-passed. Maximum head is abotit'1,2:to 1.8 m (4 to 6 ft).'
, ,

Battery voltage must be checked routinely on these.linits.
. . .$

When batteries under power show lesS,than 5.5-v, they should b

replaced. Iron and/or.lime precipitation and.scouring of the

piston chamber has been a problem with boiler blowdown and water
34elk

plant.wastes. The discharge nipple of the piston pump is in a

restricted Vocation behind the pump mounting plate. Attaching

tubing to,thisliipple is difficult, especially under field

26 s-
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conditions.. ..Because of the 4.76-mm (3/16-in.) ID intake line and

the 0.45-cm/Vic (0.18 -fps) liquid intake velocity, this sampler is
best used on waste streams with low sUspended solids concentratio\
d., B)AILSFORD MODEL EP-1

This compositor is an,"explosion proof" unit with a cast-
.

aluminum housing fch.. motor and, 6-v lantern battery pour source.

Sampling; is, by a piston pump with a stroke whiAan be adjusted

-for diTferent sample volumes or composite periods. The unit does

ntrt have flow proportioning capability. Head limitationi are

atrout the same.as-forthe Brailsford ,EV-1 and DU-1.

Operational reliability of. these units has been very good

with waft-eV/eters having low suspended solids levels. Because'of

the relativelflovi cost of these compositors) they are the Unit of
.7

choice in situations, whereeequipment security is minimal ani
w.

dalism is of concern. oh!,of these samplers,s4tained a shotgun.

blast with Jeinireal damage.

Oire- operational di:Acuity, with the instrument is ,the necessity
of having' to remOve.nine.ScewS in order to get the aluminise back
plate -off to change or.check .,the battery. This procedure is. wee

- consuming and it would ppear.othat desigh.using'a spring loaded
clasp of some sort would b _just. as effectit.e. Inadvertently,4..

:41. ,
these.unit:s have been tota y submerged several times atichave.

contytnuadto operate; 'h r, as there is no gasket between the
sack plate and the

4
or not these units

go.

determined by the

motor housing, they will admit water., ether

are actually 4xp1bsion 'proof ha een
;

author's': '6' 6
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HANTS MARK 3B,

This sampler is a vacuum operated sampler which col ects

twelve discrete 400-m1
(13.5'-oz) samples at time- intervals ranging

from 0.5 up to 12 hr, depending upon the particular spring -wound

4.

/' timer that is interfaced with Samples can be analyzed indi-

vidually, combined on an equal volume basis, dr proportioned on

the basis of readings taken from external flow measuring equip--;

r.

men*; The sample bottles are exacuated Iny means of a manually

. -no

operated pump supplied withthe unit.

.
These compositors. are, reliable, relatively well cOnstrUcteci:

and almost goof proof. Because- of the high liquid ,velocity, these
4

units are well suited for sampling wastewater with high solids

1 evel's..

'Ibis -unit has.,,e segfrate intake tube for each sample con-

A ,
tainer and

te'Mequately clean these twelve intake

linei in thefie9. The large tybe rtest and screened intakcimeke

lit impossible teustithis compositor in flow vfflocities abbe

0.46 m/sec (1.5 fps) or'in aeOthf of Ith7than 15 an (6 in.).

Also, the screened intake'' is, notreamlineci and tends to collect

. 4

solids which should be removed at frequent intervals to, avoid

4,
"O' possible bias in the sample data.,

Replacement parts are not ntddily availabie for this sampler /.-.

.

r,
since the Gnited.States' distributor does not maintain an inventory'

and needed items must come from. EngTand. Parts order's take more

Z---N
. ,

than sixty days, even for the si4Test items, and tiie:compaoy will*

4.

0 . . .
...

.. not accept parts orders .P.r. less than $25.
,

* 213', .
.

v t.
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f ISCO MODEL 1391-X
. .

The Field Investigations Section has accumulates Gout 1,600

*
hr of exi5erience with .three of these units and has had minimal

operational problems with them. As many as 28 discrete, 500-m1

-('17-oz) samples are collected at a preset time interval by a

peristaltic type pump which purges the intake line after each

cycle. Flow-proportional sampling is possible bTinterfacing the

unit with a flow metering device or by.manually compbsiting indi-
.

'"victual samples according to an external flovii-Z-surement record.

The unit is self-contained, operates from either line or

battery power source, and is designed to fit in a manhole The

bottolti half of the unit, which holds the sample containers, is

insulated and has room for about 2.3 kg (5 lb) of ice. Data com-

piled by the sertioh (Chapter IV) would ndicate that these units 40,
Q. ,.

are best suited for sampling wastewaters with low suspended solids

concentrations.

The only significant operational problem has been due to

occasional clogging of the intake line. Although the pump 'back

cycles after each collection interval , this is not always sufficient

to clear the line. The' case of these units is molded'of a black'

plastic and the manufacturer suggesti that the units be painted

white WIfitly are to be operated In direct sunlight. ,Pfis

precaution will increase tNe life of the electrohicsond of the

ice in the siMple container. In warm weather, ice will not last

for 24 hr in these units. Qs,

.41, .
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As of this Writing, the ModeT 1:35.' is no 16iger being prodUced

and-has been replaced by_ the Model 1392 whic,h.jias a higher liqui,d

.

intake veloci..ty. The 13.91 cariThe modified at the factory to-

se the intake velocity. The Field Investigations Sectidn

has had its three units modi'3eci at.,a cost of $125 each'.

g.' ISCOMODEL.1392
i

The sectior has accufnullated abbut 600'hr of exoeriencd with

r
four of these units. This model is ,practical lys (identical to the,

1391-X with the exception' off' the Tiuid intake velocity which hasit
been increased to 61 -cm/sec (2 fps) -jn an, attempt to improve

solids capture. effici,ancy. The water chemistry data aekumulated
ma

by the section are -hoc limited to determine whether or not_this

unit can .ei,f,.ectively be used on high .solids level wastes.

h. SIPCO MODEL MKV7S

Field experience with this unti,t flay been limited to about 300

hr 'of operaticn of a nodel which was loaned to the section prior

to receipt of its own, sampler. The primpry reasons for purdhasing

this instrument, were 4e. AC-DC operation, discrete (24-bottle)

sample collection, and the high-, 98=cm/sec '(3.2-fps), liquid

intake velocity wh,ich was be

solids level rbaw wastes.

d, to be more suitable for high

.4
To date, field use has'not revealed any operational diffi-

culties with the sampl*er; however,- cledfring of parts which come

in contact with the Sample is"Oopewhat laborious.
,

30
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The unit purchasedlby the section was chedked out in the

laboratory upon arrival and several deficiencies were noted:

(a) polarity of battery was reversed and not os indicated on bat.,

tery terminal', (b) an electrical component and some wiring were

burnt out and were reploced at d cost of about twenty dollars, and

(c) functions of electrical- toggle switches on `the instrument panel

were not well marked, i.e. off-on switch reads left to right and

switch moves vertically. The operation manual supplied with this

unit is extremely "sketchy" and should be 'expanded to give more

yr

detailed operational information.

The precision, of the dis'crete sample volumes was also checked

but in the laboratory by putting the intake line in a container'

filled with tap water and running the unit through the124-boitle
collection cycle. With a mean sample volume of .about 280'ml (9.5

oz)-the standard deviation wSs =30 ml (1.61). One reason for this

variation is, due to the design of tne sample container compartment

which fs a round plastic ,tub and the 24 sample bottles which all

*edged shaped segments of the sampler compartment. Although

is a retainer plate to hold the sample bottles in position, the-*,

bottles are somewhat undersized in relation. to the diam of the

container compartment and there 's an accdinulated space of about

1.3 'cm (0.5 in.) in the 24-bottle sample ring. Consequently; the

mouths of the sa41e bottles are not self-centering with respect

to the stops of the sample distrj>dfbr arm. This space is suffi-

cient Io allow the arm to discharge samples outside the mouths of

31
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some of -the sample bottlet and-
.

wn into the plastiC'tub. Another.

ieason,for 'the sample volume variation is 'the high velocity of the

samp:h34aS it enters the metering chamber.. DiScrete sample volumes

areControlled by the vertical spacing of electrical probed within

the metering chamber. ,The' turbulence in thesmetesring chamber as a

, result of the liquid 'intake Velocity' is sufficient to vary the .

. ..
.

water' level at which the eiectilcal probes tense 'completion of the.
. .

;------A.

sampling cycle. .

i.' .PROTECH MODEL C6-12'5P

Twoof these compositors were purchased because of the

expl.osion-proof featuri and because, of the partial purge of the

intake screen duriingjach sampling interval. --1
. .

' This unir.is pretsure operated with small canisters of freon A

gas and collects 'a single S.a-1 (l'-gal) sample over a Variable e .
.. .

.
time.period. Ailth an_DptiOnal sensing device the instrument will

"P. , ;
A

,col l'ect fl c;yr -proportional ampl es .

Pe'rsonnel in th)Fi el d' Investigations Section have accumulated

about' 600 hr of experience with this composidr and have been. ,

plagued with minor problems related to-poor assembly. Most of the
. .

case s crews have fallen out at one time or another and all internal'

J

hoses ha been rePlaced-due to leaks in le gas system. When

,repaired, the samplers performed very well on wastes 'with high

. solids because of the screen area of the intake and the. purging

es-

action of trie7iis flow.

a.
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Experience has revealed several *rational 'difficulties,:
,

(a) the 22.9-cm (9 -in.) intake sample chamber must be installed

Vertically in. the waste streart7and requires about 30:5 cm. (12 in.)
. . . . .

oftathr for reliable operation, (b) considerably more individual

e'xpectise is requiretd to obtain sa,tisfactory performance with this

unit than with other coppositors, (c) the unit is; difficult to

repatr and service due to restricted access to the case interior,
s' .

and (d) the design is such that ,only a 3.8-1 (1-gal) sample toff-

tai ner can be-housed inside the case.

j. QCEC MODEL CVE

These samplers were developed by the Dow Chemical any and

are made under license. Sampler operation is accomplished by a

solenoid-controlled vacuumitmp similar to laboratory pumps used by

micrObiologlits for filtratiooi. The variable timer

activated puthp draws sample portions.through a 6.35 -mm (0.25-tn.)

ID tube at a velocity which can be adjusted from 61 to 152 cm /sec

(2 to 5 fps).. The intake and discharge line of the unfit are blown

clear, before and after each sampling cycle. Equal volume sample,

increments compbsited at a preset time interval or accordingit0

flow based on signals from external flow metering equipment are

drawn into a 3.8-1' (1-gal) glass jug.

.Because of
A

the high vacuum and the purge cycle this unit

seldom clogs and is the compositor. of choice fqr sampling raw

wastewaters with high. solids levels.

'Use of these units has revealed several operational defi-
.1*

ciencies: (a) lid retaining straps breik and rubber gaskets

3:3
w.

4-
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, -
around thp edge, of the fiber glass case ha.ye for be reglued on A

.

y:e y u 1 a r v b a s i s , (b} samples have frequently been missed due to loss

, el.

of'vacuum in the system; vacuum loss commonly occurs at the .mouth

.
.

because,of the glass jug sample container becaus, of, vibration or tempera-

ture changes which cause the rubber stopper to 16-S4-its seal ; screw

caps over the stopper have been used to rectify thi problem but

are an inconvenience, (c) if'one wants to use' the f-contai ed

s'ampl'e container compartment 'sample volumes are limited to 3.8 1

(1 gal) because of space restrictions, (d) because tfie compositor

draws a vacuum in the sample container glass container's mus't,be

use d, (e)-the `sample container cpmpartment l4 not i:hsulated and

ice tanpot be maintained' for a practical length of time, and (f)
the samlrler i,s not suited for installation in manboles or other_

restricted areas because of its weight and apparently. unnecessarily

large bulk.

k. N-CON SCOUT

The Field Investigations 'Section has o ,'e of the.s_ compositors

in use. They are a well-ipade, DC-powered unit eqUipped with a

.
peristaltic pump and a very flexible timer. .This instrument is

suited only 'for time-composite samples and because of the 7.6-cm/

sec (9.25-fps) liquid intake velocity it -.s best utilized on

oastewaters with low concentrations of suspended solids.

Although the timing mechanism is somewhat complex and fragile,

this unit is preferred b/the Field Investigations Sec.tion over

other similar samplers due to the self-purging feature, DC

capabi 1 i ty ; and. lower cost.

34
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i .

. Operational problemsl- includitiotire limited 1.8 -m (6-ft) suction
head and a 12.7-mm (0.5-ir.f ID constriction (zh the intake side of

/

1

the pi .p which is threadei_for a standard garden hose coupling... ,-,..,
This constriction has been a co-ifs-twat source of clogging when the

I
q Icrpisitor is used to sample wastewaters with appreciable suspended

solids concentrations. 'An additional problem is the diverter tube/
wni ch transports about fifteen percent of the throughput to the
saople contained. This tube must be kept above the 1 iquid level

the sample container or back siphoning of Vie .saMpl I occur.
Transport through the diverter tube seems to work best when back.. .,

..1pfessure o'n it_is maintained by raising a Portion, of the intake ,

line to an ele'ation which is above the point where tne diverter.

tube couples to the pump.
fl

m. N-CON SENTINEL

The Field Investigations Section does not have' any of these.
compositors and experience has been Nmited. to about forty hours
of operation on a raw waste'with a unit provided courtesy of the
manufacturer.

,
..

This is the only unit the section hts had the opportunity to,ievaluate which has a refrigerated sample container compartment. In'
._ .. operation, 4, port). of the .waste stream is continuously diverted

port

4 - -

to an integral ow through sampling chamber by grhytty or external
otiop. In the sampling chamber a dipper arm rotates through an arci
of approximately 90 degrees at a.preset time interval or in

)

35
.

II

.
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respooseNtu signals `from-an integrating flow meter'-rand collects 'a

,
sample from the diverted waste stream. As the dipper rotates above

level, it pours the collected aliquot into/a funnel which delivers

14

it to a container in the refrigerated. elm pa rtme n t be16w.

Although this unit appears to be almost clog proof, two fea-

tures were noted which could possibly. bias the representatiyeness'.-
of the collected composite. On the model tested, the discharge end

of the dipper was not Centered over 'the funnel., On the up.stroke of

the tiipoer arm during a sampling cycle, the dipper vies observed to

pour sonieof the collected waste outside of the funnel and back

into the floW-through, sampling chamber. It would appear that

heavier susp.eried material could have been lost. Secondly, the

sampling chamber has a relatively large cross - sectional area with a-'

flow-through velocity h is dependent upon the volume of water

supplied to it. This increase in area and corresponding decrease,

in °velocity could result in heavier material settling to' the bottom

of the sampAting chamber below the reach of the dipper arm.

This sampler because of its size, 0.64 x 0.79 x 1.52 m

(25 x 31 x 60 in.), and weight, 113 kg (250 lb), is best suited for
. .

long-term or permanent monitoring programs.'

2. INCIDENCE OF SAMPLER MALFUNCTION

The information .presented in Table II shows the incidente of

malfunction of eleven different makes aid Models bf samplers. These

data resulted from two surveys of industrial and municipal waste-
.

Water treatment facilities in t.( e. 4reater Kansas Metropol'Aan

Area. 36
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Referring to Table II.: the data shop' the total number .of times

each ampler-was uttd as well as whether i was used'on raw or

treated waste. The reason for the lower use of compositors at

effluent stations was dae to the number of lagoons included in the
low

surveys. Lagoon effluents were manually grab sampled. Incidence

-of sampler failure is also broken down as to influent or effluent r

station. Those incidents of failure are only those instances in '

which 24-hr composite was Short or missed altogether as a direct

result of a sampler malfunction whi _could not 'reasonably have

been prevented by the field sampling team. 'The, predominate cause

of malfunceion was plugging of.the intake lines with suspended

solid material; secondary causes included loose-tubing and assorted

hardwar-e. 1n considering`the data on the three larailsford samplers

(00-1,EV-I, and EP-17, it.should be painted out that these units

are termed effluent samplers by the manufacturer. However, because

of site conOtions and the 'absence of line current at many rampling

points the Section has found it necessary to use these compositors

on raw wastes. It should also be ,pointed-out that the data In

. .
Table II do not include,411 poS"Sible combinations of field team.

'personnel and, therefore, could be biased as a result of .differences

in field 'routine and indiVidual expetise &'team members.

Statistically the data are_, too limited to recommend or reject

any particular compositor; however, it is apparent that sampling of

raw wastewaters produces the major number of compositor malfunctions

and tna t cons i aerabli more rel 1 able operation can be expected when

Sampling trtated wastewaters.
r
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TABLE I I

i

J

ALtonatic
Wastewater

Sampler

Total

Times

Used

Total

'I-Imes

Failed

Overall
Failure
Rate

Percent

Influent Sampling Stations Effluent Sampling Stations

Used Failure
Failure

Rate
Percent

Used Failure
Faller
Rate

P

-...-.4

Sigmalotbr WA-2 24 6 25 =:, 4. 50 16 2 13

;ignamotor WD-2 31 4 13 15. 2 13 1 2 13

Brailsford 0U-1 45 15 33 40 13 33 , 5 2 40

Brailsford EV-1 29 5 17 26 5 19 , 3 0 0

Brailsford EP -1 '63 6' 10 55 6 11 8 0 0

OCEC CVE 90 ' 4 4 .77 4 5 13 -0 0

Pro-Tech C6-125P 10 4 40 NOT BROKEN DOA

ISCO 1391-x . 16 4 25 It 4 25 0 0 0

,ISCO 1392 17 1 5 lO 1 7 2 0 0

N-Con Scout 14 2 14 14 2 04 0 0 0

N-Con Surveyor 1 3- 43 05 3 60 ,, 2 *0 0 .

Totals and 4

Mean failure 346 54 16 271 44 16 .65 6 9
Rates

.

+NW

t

38
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The overall ability of the Field Investigations Section to

e'ciomplete 24-hr composite sample probably runs betweell 80

or,d 3 percer: srce the 16 percent compositor malfunction rate -

does no reflect rpIstakes in installatiqn, variations in the expey

.flse of different fieldteams, excessive drops in head,. submerging

r,..-cs'tors, or enter operation.

B. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF,SAMPLING EQUIPMENT

In tf-. field, the engineering staff works closely with the

technicians. At new locations 'which have not been previously sam-

pled it is a policy of the Field Investigations Section to have a

professional resent o select the sampling poinf, to inspect the

flow meas.Jrement equipment of the faciIity.or determine a suitable

measurement method, and to supervise installation of the sampling.
4,

equipment: It is felt that this prectice'reduces the risk of

composiformalfunction and missed samples, improves the Tepresenta-'

tiven;:ss of the data, and results in a more detailed and informative

-ecurt.

The primary reason for the large variety of compositors used

by the section is due yo the plethora of sampling requirements,

'waste stream characteristics, and site dbnditions encountered in

. the field. Utilization of the sampling equipment of choice is often

-precluded by the physical characteristics ofthe point of interest

irclqdiP acce:3ibility, site security, and the availability of

39,
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Raw municipal wastewaters are preferably sampled at-points of
.

highly turiyiOnt flow i,n order to insure good Mixing; hoyirer,' in

many instances the desired` ocation is not accessible. 'Raw waste

sampling points in order of preference. are': (a) the upflow siphon

following a barminutor*i (b) the upflow distribution box following

pumping frbtfi matp,plant wet well, (c) aerated "grit chamber, (d)

pump wet well ,-and (e)-flume throat.

In order to provide position stability and.to reduce velocity

displacement, a sash weight, sole plate or other weight; secured

with a rope, is tied to the end of the sampler intake tube which is

positioned at mid-depth in the flow:

The section has experienced incidents of, theft and vandalism
I

of 'equipmgnt. This is an item of major concern a't siteswhith are

outside the confines of fenced treatment facilities. Manhole.'

installations in which battery-operated equiprilent can be _put in 04

manhole and the cover replAced will generally provide.sufficient
. ,

-security. In exposed locations, which require com site 4111nples,

one must either 'risk loss and tampering with, equipm nt,or

'man 41--kimpl ing methods. If manpower limitations

unattended. equipment, ofviou§iy only ow-value ompos i siic.-;t1ld

quire use, of

A Ihe considered. As "water pollution" is a pa-Pul aOtZ r subject wish Cie--

general put-Mr,' tamper-log.0th equipment can soMetillis be reduvd

if peOple'in the area are awarfe of the naure and purpose of the

Pell of the authors experienced this situation during a ,

n absence of grit chamber____\'

40
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su.-rv6' of a receiving stream'in a rural area;Tiow.nstream fronia, .

It_
4, , .

r,n'lent fa cTlity. ..
'---1 .

In every case the4ield team will utilize eleCtricel lines

current if it is available at the sampling site. Generally., tine-

operated compositors

?are

more reliable than battery-operated models

and, in the sampling ofliw tewaters, the- incidence, of intake
.

tube pi-ugging is reduced due to the high vacuum and purging feature,
of the samplers tvhich are preferablyesed on these wastes Line

cerrent has been availabli, about percent of the treatmeqi
#.

which the section tias surveyed. Ih a survey ofover

if 100 pri vete, municipal ,-pd industrial' waste treatment plants in -

,r ,

the greater, Kansa§ City area, only 45 percent of)the facilities Thad

an electrical pi.aser `Power availabilitrat lag'opAs-,
.

ch
. '

accounted' for 55 percent of the sure y., waS even less",

The physical and chemical cha acteristics.of the waste strewn

_also play a piort in determiningthe type 'of sampler' to use. Wi

'fluctuations in, pH, itQsK93-1--tolor-, and voliineencountered with

some industrial wastewatpcs will generally Pew:ire e discrete.
:

sample collector in oi-der° that aliquots can be' an-alyzeAndiv.)d-

,With the exception4of cola rfeather sampling conptions, all'

ually.

',samples -are kep during the comPO'site period. The ISCO,
. . , 6

Q E; and Sirco Units re\tieonly compositors used V the
.

- I: ' frsect,gn which have an integral ice compartment.' With the others

unit/ samples are chilledby plac<fig the

.

41

sample' col ler,tion
!.

container

r'
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... in an ice chest* along with a" 2.27Lkg (5-1b) b f ifJe. The ice

chest is stood orrend with the drain hole on top' arid the discharge
. .

tube f . the sampler is threaded through this hole and into the
I, . .

sampl e ntai,ned. , .

P

-4

,-
, Winter operation of sampling equipthent can be a trying 13eri -

ence.. During partitury cold'weather sampler malfunctions due to
f

fteezing of intake.lines 'maikrun as high, as 60 perc t .

rf possible, the sarplers shoul,d,be installed 1 manholes

l ow the freezing, line by taping (fher gilts's tap e -unttato
di '''' ',.. .steps or by slisfeeding with a rope tied iecunely*t ake ,in the

, _
, s , ..

ground. Wherr installing samplers in manholes or wet wells, care
. -

'should be taken to osition ir.at .'level which will not resul-

subrbergence
.
of.the corpositof *in he et of precipitation.'

., .

- 70

x
be- postponed or (ff a Bni 1 sford EP-1,- consii dered. 'Section per- ,s. . , .

sonnel have inadvertently' submerged several .of these units without
, . ,

bbkn y. apparent damage. However, they do admit water to the case and
,,-` . . . . .

it *sKecommencled tha'.t the backing plate, be ;eigpve'd and the interior.
'-, .11, ' . . -m- --.. . ..

... . ..
Because ofthe 14mited suctfon head of marry of the batter)/-operited.f

s ''--compositors, it -1 hot always posiible /o maintain ab.allequate
,.,

°

elevationct If heavy rainfall appears probable, the taglpln5

q.

of, e case ailikeeo* dry- prior.-ts-addition'al,Usage.
. --

, If.below grc.Lind installation i4 not,possible during free ing
*

-weather and line curreftt is available, 1.2- to 1.8-m;(4- to 6 tt)
heat tapes" :71' wrapped areund the scrirl. -r and th

* *
Progress Pecrgeratton Company, 'Louisvi lie, Kentucky - Model .4-52

, ThermostatjcallY protected 3')C i.
'44
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intake lines. To provide insulation, large plastic bags*. can be
.

wrapped around the intake .line and heat tape and loosely placed

over -th..1 sampler:

Whe. Jsing the Brailsford EP-1`models where 110 v AC is avail-
, ,

able, it is posible t4 place the entire unit with sample bottle in

an ice chest and wrap a ht.-attape -around the bottle for protection.
If the chest drain plug is removed and the chest set or hung verti-

cally with the arain;Olug on .the bottoM,,the intke tube can be run

dut the 'drain" hole anstalso.heat.tayeiltoir6ide sampling reliably

. As of this welting, the vitt majority of, the samples' collected

below 0°C:

by. the.4ection (estimated 95 percent) have been time composited.

When flow-proportional sampling is done, discrete samples are

manually dimposied on the basis of readings from external flow or
.1eVel recorders. A s a resul-t. of dote presented and discussed in

4
Chapter IV, the, Field Inyestigations Section doptinuet to have axed.

...-ipintons regarding flow- proportional samples.
Aa

t ' ,

4

(

bags, 10 mil, GSA FSN #81Q5-848-9631

4'13
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IV. 3110.W.ING ti&THODS PAND DATA.VARIABILITY

(PERFORMANCE OF AUTOMATIC WASTEWATER SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
JJ

As the Field Investigations Section acquired and 'gained expe-

rience with 1, number of different makes and models of commerciary
-

. N
available and with the accumulation of large volumes of.

water quality information, discrepancies in data were noted which

appeared to result from variations in compoiitor performance.

As of this writing, the nctym has conducted five field
,'

studies for the purposi! of comparing, the water chemistry data of
et

samples collected concurrently)eith thehiaiious compositors- listed"

in Table I. Samples were analyzed= iccording to:Standard Methods

(2) for five-day biochemical oxygen demarid (110D5),',Chemical oxygen,

demand (COD) , and non fi 1 terabl e- sol i ds (NFSIt Paf'a obtained' froth
10.

different compositbr combinations were compafed t each olher and
fto

to those data resulting from manual samplin,g, Methods.`.#

1. RICHARDS-GEBAUR AFB STUDY, 1

The AtB is served by at684 'cu Ociay Mgd1 Standard gral..e

;trickling filter plant .With effl Oat ch lor ination. Three samplingr
stations were set up at this plant. The stations,were: (a) the

raw waste (upstream of the Parshall T2ulle and dhgester_supernatant

return), (b) the effluent froM the prinary clarifier, and (c) the.
4 4441

rinal effluent.
A

wasA QCEC Model tVE sampler was installed- to collect time-
.

Omposite samplts (15-min cycle time) at the-infisent

AP
* Also termed toAdlk suspended sol ids

.44
dir
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I Iconcurrently, an ISCO Motifl -1391-X was used to collect discrete

is- amples at a-hr intervals for manual flow proportioning and corn-

',positing-. Flow measurements were obtained with a ManningDipper

Stage Recorder* and a staff gage installed in the throat.of the

22.9rcm (9-in. ) Pahshal 1 flume °Wed at the pl an t' influent.

. At the effluent of the primary clarifig Sigmamotor Model

WD-2 compositor was used to collect time-composite samples (15-min

cycle time) -and a' Hants Mark 38 was usird to collect discrete
or'

samples at 2-hr intervals for manual flow proportioning and corn- .

positing, A 90- degree, V-notch weir equipped with a Manning Dipper

Stage and a:staff gage was temporarily installed in order

to'get flow measurements at this station.

At 'the plant, fy)al effluent a Brailsford DU-1.9echanica1

compositor was used to collect time-composite siMples (42min cycle

time) and.a Hants Ma03/3 sampler was installed. tg collect samples

at 2-hr inter for manual flow , compositing. flowfor fl measure-
t

ments a 90 -degr , V- notch Weir was temporarily intta.11ed and
..

equipped with a Bel fort Stoat age' Recorder* with stilling well

and staff _gage.
V.

At each of the three stations the intake lines of the
c::>--

compositor' were- tied together and suspended at mid-depth in the

waste stream, Grab samples were manually collected at 4-iirj
. intervals for indgidual analysis and for flow compositing at each

of the three stations in order.to provide, additional data for
a

comparison.

5Re Poe 95

4
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Because of plant operation problems, compositor malfunctibns,

and a heavy rainfall; there wervome departures from the planned
. -

sampling effort. On May 21 the plantOPerators by-passed for two

10--miri periods at J300 and 1400 hr in order to facilitate rodding

out of a 'clogged digester line. : On May 22 a period 'of heavy rain-
...

fall occurred between 0030 and 0530 hr with about 5 cm (2 'in.) of

total precipitation. The tempo ry weir at the erimary effluent

wps submerged for several hr ring this period and flow. rates were

taken from readings on the Parshall flume located at the influent.

Because o this rainfall the pant by-passed a portion of the raw

waste for a period bf nine hr. The total by-passed' waste volume

was estimated to be 17,000 cu m (4.5 mil gal). Several dfternoon

thundershowers also occurred on May 22 and increased plant. floWs

bout did riot necessitate further by-passing.

Diffiailty was experienced wtth 'the clock mechanism of the

Hants 38 samplers located at the primary and final effluent. At

the primary efflueiat the flow-composite samples obtained with this

instrument were short two and four hr; respective'7; on May 22-23

and 2-24. 't At the final effluent the May*22-23 composite was short

two hrand on May 23 -2k four of the twelve bottles of the Hants.

sampler were about twenty to thirty percent. short of the volume
. .11

necessary to make the flow, ,composite.

In addition to sampler malfunctiOns, a cursory examination df

the facility during the study revealed, tie following plant opera-

tional problelts:

46
o
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a. Correinutor seals were gone an0 iarge solids passed
the comrninutor without removal.

- b. ,Sludge removed from the primary tanks was accom-
panied by large volumes of water which caused
e,cessive, amounts of digester supernatant to be
returned to the plant. During the entire survey
the primary effluent appeared black and septic,

c. Only one trickling filter was in operation and no
recirculation was practiced. There were 27 hourly
periods ,during the 72-hr survey when plant flows
exceeded the 2,81110-cu m/day ak75 -mgd) capacity of
the trickling filter unit. Frter capacity was
exceeded several times each day during the survey
dt,periods whiCh were not related to rainfall.ir n

d. One of the secondary clarifier units was septic
during the entire investigation and clumps of
sludge up to 15.2 cm (6 in.) in diam continuously
rose to the surface and were discharged with the
clarifier overfl ow.

All samples were 'kept on ice and delivered to the EPA, Region

VII, Laboratory where they were analyzed according to Standard

Methods (2). No special attempts were made during the collection

period to refine compositing methods or sample delivery procedures._

In' the* laporatory, normal personnel assignments and rotations were

observed; conseqUently, the water chemistry data represented the

. work orseveral professional analysti. These date ace presented

in Tables IV, and V. The flow data are shown graphically In

Figure 1.
ork

An examination of Table III, which, shows the'water chemistry
A'

data of the samples collected from the raw waste by the four dif-

ferent sampling methodologies, would indicate that the results

obtairiedwi th the OCtC compositor differed significantly from the4
data of'samples Collectedo the other metieRds. Looking at the'

4 7r.
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11015, CCID; and NFS bf the grab samples Rolle filed manually. it can'

be seen that there was' a definite decrease in strength of the waste

during the early morningl ours. Discounting other factors, the

time - composite, samples collActed with the QCEC would be expected to

have been biased low because the samples
included. ecial 'volume

aliquots of the low-flow,
low- strength, early morning waste.

6
ever, for each of the three

pirameters it is eviderit that the QCEC

samples were of higher strength than the flow-compotited ISO

samples, the manually-collected
flow-composited samples, or the

arithmetic mean of the manually-colleqed grab samples. In all but

four out of fifty-four. analyses for the three parameters, the QCEC

samples were of ,gr/gater strength than anyof the discrete, manually:

collected grab samples.

Table IV, which shows the Ovate; chemistry data of samples

collected from the
primary.effluent,Also indicates a bias.' Except

for GODS on May 22 arnd COD on May 23, the few - composited samples

obtained with the Hants qpit were of higher strength than those

flow-composited samples collected manually.

Table_V presents the water chemistry data of the final effluent

samples and does not indicate any apparent bias with respect tb the

four different sampling techniques.

.

. The NFS data for the three days of sampling are summarized in4w, .
-.

Table VI and presented in the form of ratios after unitizing the

results on the basis of the concentrations found ,r '.,,,. -arually-

14Scollected and flow-compov Led Oracles. E/a Anation of tnis table

48
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TABLE I I I

RI CHARDSGEBAUR SEWAGE TRVTMENT PLANT
RAW WASTE

Date
May
1973

Sample Type And Time ........

''

5.1,., rv,

7,i1

24-hr Mech Flow Camp (ISCO) ,_
..

330 120

24-hr Mech Time Comp (QCEC) 215 588 354

24-hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs) 113 275 T21

21-22 Meap of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 124 356 148

- Grab. 1200 195 4-_,7 , :--

1600 193 467 n
2000 ,) 539 = l',.

2400 104 ^23, 2A
0400 22 L hi.

0800 73 32k- 52

Grab Sample Standard Deviation, 1 .ogi; -63 88

Coefficient of Variation, percent 51 46 60

24-hr Mach Flow Comp (ISCO) 04 y5-- 47

24-6 Mech TimeComp (QCEC) 140 3r:.. -126

24-hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs) 99 223 109

Mean of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 97, 177 74 -22. -23
.

Grab. 1200 107 171 128
1600 .

111 223 72
2000 162 351 106

. 2400 109 143 62
0400 18 4C 9
0800 - 74 135 66

Grab Sample Standard Deviativ, = rg /1 44 95 37

Coefficient of Variation, percent 45 54 50

24-hr Mech Flow Comp (ISCO) 153 306 - 149

24-hr Comp (QCEC) IV, 153 526 186

24'hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs) 107 252 "106

23-24
Mean of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 98 236 ,'7

* -Grab: 1200 13(' 26, Ir',7

1600 97 304 31
200n .153 7,-,1 11
2400

0400
80
le

197
51) 16

,0800
1 110 250 94

Grab Sample Standard Deviation, :.. mg/1 4 -, -oq 38
.

Variation, per(PntCoefficient of 4,L -4,
Arithmetic Mean. Of All Oat, Poi:,:s 123' 319 127

May 21-22
.

1)7 388 161
May 22-23 105 238 89
May 23-24 , 49 128 330 132 ,

37
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TABLE IV

RICHARDS-GEBAUR SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
PRIMARY EFFLUENT

Date
May

1973

,

Sample Type And Tlmi, .
BOO

7-

5

mg/1
COO

mg/1

'
NFS

mg/1

24-hr Mech Flow Comp (Hants) 150 480 333

24-hr 4ech Time Comp (Sigmamotor) 97 209 83

24-hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs) 57 151 106

21-22
Mean of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 94 226 104

Grab 1200 127 279 112
1600 -* 155 . 309 144
2000 104 249 88
2400 110 290 82 ,

0400 29 139 142
'800 a 39 94 58

Grab Sample Standard Deviation, t mg/1 45 81 32

Coefficient of Variation, percint 48 36 30

24-hr Mech Flow Comp (Hants) 125 324 123

.24-hr Mech Time Comp (Sigmamotor) . 100 192 56

24-hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs), 132 264 10

Mean of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 124 235 7822-23
Grab 1200 102 179 80

1600 .
133 243 84

2000 125 203 ' 73
2400 117 243 60
0400 54 . 145 32
0800 213 A."394 138

Grab Sample, Standard Deviation, t mg/1 47 79 32

COefficient'of Variation, percent 38 34 41
-

24-hr Mech Flow Comp (Hants) 180 268 187

24-hr Mech Time Comp ( Sigmamotor) 175 318 . '125

24-hr Manual Flow :or4 (4-hr Grabs) 158 318 129

Mean of 4-hr Interval Srab Samples 152 317 15123 -Z4
Grab 1200

4 126 260 \ 96
1600 129 295 124

' 2000 163 30P, 136
2400 160 310 128
0400 141 324 178

.
.0800 192 .495 246 .

Grab ,ample Standard Deviation, t mg/1 23 7 49 .

44r Coeffitient of iarition, percent 15 23 32

Arithmetic Mean Of All Data Points 129 275 129

May 21-22 99 267 156
May 22-23 50 120 253 84
May 23-24 166 305 148
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TIAB LE V

RICHARDS-GEBAUR SEIWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
FINAL EFFLUENT

Date
May .

1973

'Sample Type And Time
BOO

5

mg/1

COD

mg/1

NFS
mg/1

24-hr Mech Flow Comp (Hants) 43 143 84

24-hr Mech TiMe Comp (Brailsford, 35 137- 51

24-hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs) . 29 128 6?

Mean of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 28 137 59
21%22

Grab: 1200 25 143 60
' 1600 33 181 53

2000 25 154 51

2400 26 141 59

0400 34 98 78

0800 27 105 56

Grab Sample Standard viation, + mg/1 3.7 28 8.8

Coefficient of Vari n, percent 14 20 15

. ` 24-hr Mech Flow Comp (Hants)
' 23 147. 29

24-hr'Mech Time Comp (Brailsford) 23 137 30

24-hr Manual Flow Comp (4-hr Grabs) 16 153 39

Mean of 4-hr Interval Grab Samples 24 126 31
22-23

Grab. 1200 32 146 35

1600 27 199 49
m 2000 19 96 30

2400 . ' 21 109. 28
0400 c 96 16

0800: 22 110 t 28
-

Grab Sample Standard Deviation, i mg/1 4.7 37 9.9

Coefficient of Variation, percent 20 29 32

24-hr MeCh Flow Comp (Hants) 26 173 86

24-hr Mech Time Comp (4ailsford) 17 181 76

24-hr Manual Flow Comp 74-hr Grabs) 12 141 62
,/-

, Mean of 4-hr Interval grab Samples 15 149 75
23-24

Grab: 1200 11 133 86
.. 1600 .

. 21 137 86
, 2... 22 185 82

- 2 ". 14 '173 78
041.

41 12 '41 55

0800' 8 123 61

Grab Sample Standard Oeviation, ± m4 /1 5.1 22 12 .

--TS '15 16Coefficient of Variation, percent

1 Arithmetic Mean Of All Data Pont is 24 lia/ 57

May 21-22 33 13f 64

May 22-23 22 . 141 32

i

May 23-24
,

18 161 75

5'1

I
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TABLE VI

RICHARDS-GEBAUR SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT NFS COMPARISON

RATIO OF SAMPLING METHOD VALUE TO MANUAL FLOW VALUE

.

1,tatIon Sample Method

.

Date
Average

May 21 May 22 May 23

QUE,-.. 2.T99 1..155
'.

'1.755 1.669

I:CO 0.991 0.431 , 1.406 0:942

infh.ent 0 .

.

Manual Flow 1.0 1.0" -1.0 1'.0

Manual Grab 1.223 b.679 -0.820 0.907

Hants
0

3.141 1.537 1.449 2:042

Sigw"otor 0.783 0,700 0.968 0.817

FrIlary EfflJent ,

,mdnual Flow 1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0

Manual Grab 0.961 0.975 1.170 1.042

.

Han6 1.354 0,743 f.387 -

4

1.161

Brailsford '0.822 0.769 - 1.225 0.939
:71,1J1 :'f inert

.

Manual Flow 1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Manual Grab 0.951 0.794 , 1.209 0.985

53
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woul kshow" that in eight out of nirte comparisons with the high

va.uuir (6511- to 70:1-1,r, Hq) QCEC and Hants unit; the s)lids levels
exceeded those of the manually collected samples ... In seven of nine

cases the samples collected by the slower-acting reristal tic and.*
pis type compositors CISCO, Sigmainotor, and Brailsford)

lower siffli,ds levels. Rene could also calculate similar ratios fpr
BOD5 ant1COD. These calculations would shOlw that in eight out of
nine and seven out of nine cases for,130D5 and NFS, respectiVely,

the QCEC 9,d,Hants samplers resulAed in higher parameter concentra-
tions..

*
The apparent removal efficiencies of the Richards-.Gebaur

facility can be calculated in a number of ways. Table VII shows

the sixteen: combinations of sampling methods and removal efficien-
-60

cies. resulting from the four 24-hr sampling methods used on the

plant raw waste and final effluent. An examination Of -this table
would indicate that the apparent removal efficiencies for BOD5, COD,

and NFS ranged between / 189, 39-73, and 36-72 percent, respectivel
The, table also shows 'that apparent removal efficiencies of COD and

NFS with the QCEC on the influent'increased significantly and-that
there was a_corresponding increase in the coefficients of variation.
With the QCEC combin'ations excluded the mean B0D5; COD, and IIFS,

removals were 77, 43, and 47 percent, respectively. Considering
the QCEC combinations alone these corresponding percentages, .incre. ased.to 86, 71, and 70 percent, respectively. Considering.

.

.all the sixteen cAnations '.)fsampling mpthoth the coeffic."re-ts. .../
-'`

1
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. TABLE VII

.,-APPARENT °REMOVAL EFFICIENCIES OF 17kCHARDS4-GEBAR FACILITY
ir

WITH VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF 24-Hh SAMPLING MeTHODS,

4

:..i-nule Metnout

'.._.....'

n

:or oinatior .
.

Effluent ...4'

RemovalEffitnenties

8005

n

Percent

C00

.

,

NFSIn-flJent
.

# i-. -
'11r.1,,a1 5low Comp'. 0

.."

Manual Flow Corn
w

_Hants FlowCorp
a

Mean L'f-toiatrUa1 Grabs '

Bra 1 1 sy'nrc - --Time Comp

82
-014

71

,74
76

44

:39

,45,

"39 ,

52

41

51

54

,

.,3 Flowtorr:,
p4r

ManJa' clot, ',..-.0m0 .

tiants Flow 'Comp s

Mear of Manual Grabs

Brai.Isford - Cirne'Comp
a t, .

83

7,2,

., 80

,. 77 -.

41

42.

49

.43

49

37

48

SO,

i

lean of Ya,nual,
--

;rats
0- .."

.

Manua -1) :orro
Hants iuw :dfi,

- ' A
463,r i manua' -f-alos

Br d -,,. vitr,t -di.,-,e :Om'
1...._

al.
71,

79

76.

45

40 6
36

3l

48

,36

47 .

50

if,: EC "ii'li C OMP -
0 4. ,

- Manual Flow ,-,titp.

Hants Flow trenip

Mean 3f Manual Grabs

.-2ra,lsford1.*---ime-Comp

89

82

87

85

.
72

-
69 .

7
ire %

70

71
-

65.,

71

72
,

'...Mean ant Coefficient qf
luclatlor IneludIng °Cr.:
Combinatiohs,

Mean, ,-2/1 '`
.

,,79 50
.

53
CoeffliTtnt

Variation, t 611.11 25.. 21

.,, er
'"ear and C..oeffilint of ' .

Variation ExcluoIngijCEC
'..6mbinations I, /1 -

'Mean:119/1 77 43 47
coeff it fent
eriation, , 5.3 7.2 12

4.4 . ,,&&
'4ean ro`tr, Et '7,cuirat-on, kl-le. oilp ...

____L_.444 86 71 7,0

f !Pee ' R.
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*
of variation Of the removal efficiencies were 6.6, 25. and 21 7;004,ookt

" .

P .

percent, for BON, COD, and NFS, respectively

Gived the repent refinement of sampling technolOgy, these. -

variations in removal' efficiencies are believed ID be qpical. of

what can be xpected with routine'surv's and monitoring idograms.

The kimpacteo ..these

particular facility

obvious.

variations in determining whether or not art

is in coi?rellance with permit 'requirements is,
.-,

'andThe. grab sample' data' in Tables _I rr," IV, V indlcated wide

fluctuations in water chemistryata over-a 24-hr period which
e . ,

. decreased as the wastewat*pased through'the plane.. The coeffi-
.

;lent 41(variation of the NFS data range- from 44-60,10-41, and/
4,

15-32 ent, respective f ruy, the raW waste, primazy effluent,

and fin I effluent.
z

o

Table VitI. was constructed using the three day's of grab
.S. sampling data and the manual , flowecomposite data of the raw waste

I.

and the plant final effluent. 'This ,table 'shows mipparent,NFS

remdtial efficiencies as a function of number of grab samples col-
..

lecd per dayollere of Tollectio, collettionfinterval (24.; 12,
tv. 4 hr), and the' number of days of sampling.. These qv ak sample

efficienciesie .poinpareci to., the' removal efficiencies resulting
from the manual-collected and flcw-lcomposited, 24-hr sample'. !An
examinatjon.' of this table woid iridicate that the NFS removal..
efficiency as a'resTht, of collecting one,sample frop' the influent
and effluent at Mop hr on the first day of sampling was thirty -one

56
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TABLE VIII

rncHirtbs-stiAn

'11011FIETERABLE SOLIDS REMOVAL EifICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER Of 6RAB SAMPLES. TIME Of COLLECTION.
COLLECTION INTERVAL, AND DAYS .0f SAMPLING

r.. I
4..64
1.144.44

416.
.. Slimy

1 SII

104
551551

r---T F., 1
. ....

Raw Wage
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. percent. It can be seen that t e renoval efficiency based onAl
first day ,24-hr manual flow compoSites was 49 percent. In a

similar.manner, the treatment efficiency resulting from collecting.

' one sample per day at 2400,hr for three,days from the influent and

effluent was 2(8 percent sed on the mean of the three samples
; -NO

collected at each Station. Tlibe mean flow-composite sample effi-

ciency Over this three -day period was 52 percent.. Table'VIII alto

:"shows those 'efficiencies based on collecting: .,(a) 'two samples per

day at 12 -hr intervals as a result of collecti the first sample

at 1200, 1609, or-2000 hr, (b) three samples per day at-8-hr

intervals as a result of collecting the first sample at 1.200 01*

'V600 hr, and (c) six samples per day!at 4-hr intervals as a result

Of collecting the first sample at 1200 hr. All efficiencies on the

diagonal of the table are the-resul.t of collecting samples from

each of the two stations at the sail* time.. Those efficiendies

shown below arrd above the' diagonal. resulted from the effluent sam-

b
v

pies, which were colletted at multiples of 4-hr intervah f011owins.

o precedir collection cf the ;raw waste samples. -

The table clearly indicato theb'fallacy -of .relyOng upon .single
v.

Arab samples and demonstrates that v ing collectioretirne will

change apparenat plant effitiency over road' range. Looking, at
=

the efficiencies resulting from collecting one sample 'per day for
. .

;three days it can bc`seen that the 'removals ranged from -10i tr.

+70 percent.' 3t is apparent that as the daily Frequency of grab

anpli.nr i.-;:rvzs40,;.' the 'eS'o, eff';'er'ci ay-

to, ,
-----

"

P.
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approache.! those e ficieneies resulting from the manual, flow-

composted samples. Comparing six grab samples per day withtthe

flow compos ites. for one, two, add three days the differences were w,

10., 2, and 5 pei-cen+, respectively.

The variation ir analytical r6sults obtained with different

sam,.:n.cec;;nigues an be studied in relation to the interlabora-
. y * .

-tor, variatt2n resulting from analytidal gualitytogtrol (AQC)

studies. StELndaYcethods (2).contains a divassion, of precision

,acy t's-r BOD5, COD, and NFS based or the results of a

ntrlo2r of cooperating laboratories arralyzing artificially p

'ijenti.ial samples. TOese discussionl are excerpted. ow.

AF
RODS Precision an-d-Accui-acy

4

-1.TheOe is no standard agains ,,ir.h the

'1h4
i accuracy, the BODstest can be measured. To

obtain p ecision data, a glucose.-glytamic acid
MIxture was' analyzed' by 3A laboratories, with.-

. each laboratoryAusirig its own seed material '.

(settled stale sewage). The geometric mean

of all results ryas 184 mg/1 and the standard
deviation of that meaRkwas =31 mg/1 '(17%).
The precision obtajnerby a single analyst in
his own laboratory:was tll mg/1 (5) at a,BOD ()
of 218 mg/1." (2,, p. 494)

i ,
.

.

COD Precis ion and Accuracy . .

. . 4
"A set of synthetic unknown samples con- .

taining potassium-!aciid,phthalatefind sodium .

chloride was rested -by 74 laboratories. At

200 mg/1 COD.in the absence of chloride, the
standard deviation was =13 mg/1 (coefficient

of variation,'6.5%). At 160 mg/1 COD and

100 mg/1 thloride4 the standard deviatlon
was t10 mg/1 (6.5%), while t 150 mg/1 COD

, .

,000
Ifr--

and 1 000 mg/1 chloride, ORO standard deviation
was =14.mg/1 (10.8%). ?

i

A

. The -adturacy'of this me4noc'nas ,een
'determined by Moore and Associatet.' 'For most .,,

, . .

'1

t.

to
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organic. compounds the .cation as 95 tc 100'.
. ,

.. of the theorOical value. Benzene, toluent
- and pyridirie are not oxidized." (2., p:, 499)

NFS Precision and Accuracy .

"The precis'ion of the determination varies
directly with the concentration of suspeyied
matter in the sample. The standare deviation
was 15.2 mg /1 (coefficient of.variItion 33%)
at 15 o(g/1, ±24 mg/l, (10%) at 242 mg/I., and
t13 g/1 (7.6 %.) at 1,7 7 mg/1 (n = 2; 4 x 1Q),

:There is no satisfactbr rocedure fo btatn-.
ink theaccuracy-of the me od on 'was ater
samples,in.ce the true concentration sus-
pervied matter is unknown." (2, p. 538)

Table IX was constructed using the coefficients of variation

'resulting from the AQC studies reported in Standard Methods (2) and

the water 'Chemistry dati,o-f- the niantra41 flow-composited sample-s.

In construction fOthis 'table, it was assumed, that the manually

flow-composited samples most accurately.described actual witstewater

.N.characteristics and that data resulting from tt other ttchniPswes

were normallydistr\ibute'd about the manual flow analyses. This-.

table indicates that, 62 of' the analyses (77 percent), resulting froM

the other sampling methods were outside the flange of the manual

flow sample data tl standard deviation* (s). In a similar manner,

it can, be shown that 39 analyses (48 percent) were outside the

ran,-,.e of ±3s. Since the range of 13s for COD and NFS' included all

interlaborator1 analyses (assuming normal distribution) it is

apparent that the variation in data from the Richdrds-Gebaur stud

is 'greater than can be explained by laboratory analytical variation

* Arrived at by multiplying manual flow .data by Standard Methods
coefficient of variation.

6l
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- TABLE I X

RICHARDS-EBALIR AIR r22CE11144.SE 46,TUDY
-ANALYSES _OUTSIDE RANGE CF MAN,..7 FLM-COMPOS I TED SAMPLES',

49

Date

%Y
1973

.

Tyoe L'f'Samp'e

'

11*. Analyses Out Of Range (*)

BOD5'
_ _ ,

COO \ NFr .

Total

Out Of

Range

,

Conc.

ff*9/1

Std**Dev
± mg71'

Conc.

m9,1 "

Std.'
Dev.

t mg/1

7 20 riC .
,1

mg /1

std.*

Dev.

t Wg/1

Influ ent
Standard Methods :oefficient of Variation

8

,

- a

,

.

-8

.

-5

0

5
,

6

'

w-

5% 6.5% 10%

21-22

0
\22.23,..

'-'21!2,4

,

0

Manual Flow'
ISCO - Flow
Manual Time
3CEC - Time

Manual Flom
ISC0*- Flow
Manual Time
QLEC - Time

Manual Flow-
ISCO - Flow
Manual Time
QCEC - Time

113

95
124

215

99

.14
97

140

107

151
98

153

5.6

.

*

ilt
.

*

5.4-

*

*

279
330

356
588

223
165

177

388

252

106
236

526

18.1

*

14.5
*

*

16.4

121

120

148
Z54

109

47

63

126
,

106

149
87

186

12.1

*

, 10.9
.

.

.'

10.8
.

*

*

Primary Effluent
Standard vethods fficient of Variation

1

- t
,

6.5"
_

10

.

21 22

22-23

23-24

Manual Flow '

Hants - Flow
Manual Time
Sigmamotor - Time

Manual- Flow

Hants - Flow
Manual Time
Sigmamotbr -'Time

Manual Flow
Hants -.Flow
Manual Time
Sigmamotor - Time

57

150

94
97

132.

125

124

,100

)458
180

152

175

2t8

*

*

.

5 6

*

.

7. 9

*

151

480
226

s'209

2Tr
.324

235

192

31;2

268

317

318

0.9.8

* .

17.2
*

*

w*

2C 7

*

106

333
104

83

80
123

' 78

56

129

187

. 151

.125

10.6
*

*,'

a.6
. *

33t

*

.

Final Eff4Tts.

.

Standard Methoids Coefficient of Variation

5%
.

6 5% 33%

21i22

22-23

.

.

23-24

1/4NNFI,4

Manital Flow

Rants - Flow 4
Manual Time
Brailsfori - Time

Manual Flow

Hants F4010
Manual Time .

Brailsford - Time

Manual Flow --...

Hants - Flow
Manual Time
Breilsford - Time

29
43
28 '
35

li'

23
24

23

12

26

15
.17

1.4

*

*

*

0.8

*

0.6

,

128

143
.137
137

153

147

126

137

141

173

149
181 '4'

8.3
. ,

. ,

*

10.0

*,

9.2

*

62
84

59

51

39

29

1 31

30

62

86
75

76

20.5

12.9 '

20.5

, - lvie? out of 47-Inget - 24 22 16
t

62 ,

411

* Manual flow data -nu/tiplied by coefficient 162riations reported in
Standard Methods

11.



alone. Real variations in sampling methods become particularly

evident when one considers that 11,BOD5 arf8iyses (63percent):Were
.

outside the i3s (3 x 5 percent) variation reported by a single

laboratOrfand that the AQC statistical data used for the COD and

NFS comparisons include interlaboratbry systematic variation which

was not a, factor in the AFB study.
F.

The

/
standard deviation and iation of-the

three water chemistry parameters resulting from the four sampling

teehniques.eniployed at each of the three stations are shown in

Tib le X. The coefficients of variation are all greater than those

values reported In Standard Methods (2, p. ap., 499, 538) for the,

corresponding parameters. Included in the statistical data shown

-lb in Table X wOuld be: (a), differences in:compositO performance

4nd manual sampling methods, (b, actuaLoriat4ons in water quality,'

and (c) laboratory analytical random errors,

2. THERESA STREET SEp4AGE TREATMENT PLANT.- LINCOLN; NEBRASKA

A comparaticfe study of compositor performance-was undertaken

at the Theresa Street Sewage Treater Plant in Lincoln, Nebraska,

.

with all wastes receiving preaeration grit rem val, and primary
. 4
clari-fica on. Approximately 18,900 cu m/day (5 mgc;1--of the flow

.

is then tr ted by a trickling filter system while the remaining
.. ...-

June 25 through 28, 4973.

The Theresa Street facility is currently undergoing an exten-

sive

$10

expansion with the addition of expanded activated sltidge facil-.
ities. The present plant is a 113,550-cu m/day (30-r9d) facility.

63
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'TABLE X

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF RICHARDS4EBAUR STUDY

Station,

Mein S

t il /1.
Coefficient
Of Variation
Percent

Mean
ugh

Influent 1123.3" 35.5 28.7 318.8

Primary Efflueet 128.6 ,29.2 22.1 275.2

fimal.Effluent _24.2 8.5 . 35.1 146.0

Wit

COO

Coefficient-
Of Variation
Percent

Pisan

111/1 11/1

Coefficieni
Of Variatio

Percent

39.2

29.6

)0.7

126.3.

.1?9.5

57.0
s.

41,9 .
--%

SS.9

35.3

401

MM.

61
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waste is treated-by a_hi-gh rate 'activated sludge. system with

Secondary clarifiers.

The fnree sampl ing ,stftions selected were the raw waste at the

distribution boic to the preaeration tank and plant final efflu
4

'ent with 7..,ne station at thP overflow of the ,econdary

and the or"er,at the outfall to Salt Creek. At the influent ar

ISCO Medel 760 sampler* with an united sample container compartment

cos set to collect dls., !-amples at 't--.hr intervals for -nanual

flow compos"lng ar,rnirly betw,tr. ..nd ,-;;C;0. nr . Sd ,-

pier was installed and (-;.titate by city laboratory personnel who
,

.provided a por,tion of the composited sample to the EPA fqld inves-

tigations teakl each morning. Concurrently, t4 EPA field team used

a QCEC-CVE compositor with ice,; sample chamber at the same sampling

point. This simpler was set to take 26-m1 sample aliquots at

14-min intervals. A portion of this time-composite
saMple was

split with- ty laboratory personnel.
sc

The EPA field team a Brailsford 11-1(6-mir, cycle time)

with an ic;i(.! sample chamber set tq. collect final effluent samples

at the secondary cl-arifiers.
A portion of this sample was given

to city laboratory personnel. At the outfall to Salt Creek city

personnel used an ISC0 Model 780 compoSito'r with an united sample

compartmert to collect discrete samples at 1-hr intervals for r4nual

flow compositing' according to hourly readings
taken from the pl'nt

influent flow recorder! portiOn of this composite sample was

supplied iro the EPA field team.

*
* Similar to Model 1391 but not suitable for manhole installation

>

0

Jr<

er
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Table XI prespnts the results and arithmetic means oNthe
.

analyses ports4 by the. EPA, Region VII, Laboratory on the samples

collected y ie city and by EPA. An exaMi-naLi-on_of 4_this_table
;

would show that the 8005, COD, and NFS concentrations of the raw

waste samples collected with the QCEC compositor were, respectively,,

.
125, 134, and 182 percent greater than the .levels found in the sam-

.
- ples collected with the ,ISCO unit. The corresponding percentages' <

for the effluent samples were 104, 129, and 92.

3. ASHLAND, NEBRASKA, SEWAGE TREATMENT.PLANT

A third comparison study was conduced at the Ashland,

Nebraska, sewage treatment plant during the week of Say 28, 1973.

An ISCO Model 1391 and a Hants Mark 3B sampler were paired

alld set to simul taneously ample 'the raw waste in the throat- of a

15.24-cm Parshall flume and the final effluent at the dis-

charge of the chlorine contact chamber overflow weir,. The intake

lines of the samplers were tied together and suspended at mid depth,

at each of the two stations. The instruments collected di'sc'rete

411

. samples at 2-hr intervals which were manually flow composited

according to the flow recordings rf}the influent Parshall flume.
f

The data resulting,from-the 5,--day sampling effort at the r

influent and effl,p.rt are shown in Tables XII and XII:; respectively:.

The variation in wastewater chemistry data resulting from the two

different compositors is apparent. The arit'ilmetic mean BOD5, COD,
r

and NFS concentriltinns of the raw waste targples collecteo with the

Hants '172s- -0? re -spectively, 179, 1'83, ang 33a, pEr:ent

.66

e

4
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TABLE XI-

THERESA STREET SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
.LINCOLN, NEBRASKA ____

4ASTENA1ER CHARACTERIZATION
.

.

Station ?nd

Compositor

Date
June
1973

Time
Mil -itary

Floe
cu m/day

AMID
5

mg/1.7

.

$01)

mgel
NFS
mg/l.

-elJent

ISCO-780

City Operated

25-26

26-27

27' -28 4.

0800 To 0."-'30

0800 -o 0800.

0800 To 0800

'103,000

104,000

108,000

335 i ,

360

173

5'36

598

661 '.-

186

190-

1p,

Arithmetic Mean 105,000 1 289 598 189

!nclJent

OLE:-.-AE

EPA Operated

25-26

26-27

27-49

1025 To 0945

0945 -c 0'':

0745, 7c, 0745 '

. .
-- 1

--

'310 a

465
0

310

875

610

924

?

.

385

328

322

Arithmetic Mean -- 362. '803 345

-ffluer

,-7,c_

. 2oe-,-t..1

25-26

26-2'

:"-?-,

On'..; lc mop -

'''503 -, 3:300

,- P(1,1
i
T,30

--

---

...

17

51

57

107

92

.106

53

31

.

32

Ar,tnmeic Mean '' 48 102. 39

flue..,

,..railsf),-

'perift J

25-26

26 -27

27-28

1015 TC, '515

11!5 -) 0750
4t

3750'T,., 0755

--

-- i

--

PQ

48

22

182

88

--
121.

58

16

15

Arithmetic mean 50 132 36
,

f4luen%
Mear4E,..c32_

.Mean 125 13'4
k
182

`fluent Mean Brailsford Data
1 °/°' %

'N..

104 129 .92

..

Mean ISCO Data X

..

dtip'y by 264.2 to obtain gpd
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TABLE Xn
ASHLAND, NEBRASKA, SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

RAW WASTE

Bate

July ;roam

1173

B005

mg/1
COD

.

mgil
NFS
mg/1

ISCO Hants ISCd Hants ISCO Hants

lls
,.23124 180 220 622 1,064/900 180 476 .

24-25 136 24 424 669 110 336-.

25-26 07 1520 728/688 1,744
t 320 805

26-27 258 450 556 . 972 .*300 860

7-28* . -- 470 - 1,270 -- 1,335

Arithmetic Mean . 213 381 604 1,103 228 761 ,

BOO/C00-800 /NFS Ratio - 0.35 0.34 0.94' 0.50

- 'le- X 100. % -17$1 183 334

t * ISCO CoMpositor At functioned

68
t
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TABLE XIII
st

4

ASHLAND NEBRASKA, SEWAGE TREATMEtiTVLANT

0 FIriAL EFFLUENT*

e

i
I-

MO

d$

1111

Date .

July
1973 4,

; 8005

._
mg/1 ..

C
,

.

. litS 11

rag /1 .4 .
I SCO Nan ISCO Hants ISC0

...,

*

23-24,

24 -25 '1115

25/
- 1`

F 2t.- 7

i7-28

, .13, .
..-

22

22

4 10

;39

17.

11

a .

41
. ..

29

28e

. 32 .

36

65
.

15 ,
04:

. 40.

- 48

8-

cl

'2

4.3

lb;

.- 3

5

9r

1'0

'2,er

Arittunetic Mean 13 20 .. 48* 54 11

80D/C00-BOD/NFAa' tlb '
.:0

f -- 0.39 ; :,.0.4i' 2.6 1'.6-
....

.
Hants

154

.

146t
.

220 :x 100isCo- , k

4
.ti J

69

'

7--

I
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higher than the values res)altincg from these samples cbllected-with- .

. -

the ISCO compositor".tor". 'The 'eff gent samples al sLo Atli catecl a si gni fi -
". - . '..

likantd4,,fference*""fm compOs.ito crtriance ith the BOD54, COD, and..' .,;iik, , ., 4,-
NFS

..

vaTues rescrlti,ng from use of the Hants coripositor being,

respectively, 154, 146, and 220 percent greater than the concentr,

t1 '.2h5' of 'the sampfes values collected with the ISCO sampler.

Tabs )(II antAIII,.shOw that the, BOD5rCOD ratios of the raw
. ,

.

a .amples colletted with the ..ISCO, and Hants compositors were '

0.42, respectively. These ratios were 0.35 and 0.34 fork

th

.pind

nt samples. The 'close agreement between those ratios

ratory analytical quality control and further'
4

ates igh

emphis. s real di ferences in sampling efficiency between the two

.dolifpositors

Table .XIV presents the apparent removal elloPiciencies_of the
.

. 0 r
'Ashland sewage tr(Q,pment plant:for the three parameters using each

.. _

of the four possible corthinations of compositdrs.. It can be' -seen

I .k
., ; ...."N

fh4t the remp'val efficiency for BOD5, COD, and NFS range between

A1-97, 92-97, and 05:91 percer4-,.respedtively. . 4ii

4. KANSAS CITY, KANSAS, KAW P010EWAGE TREATMENT PLANT -.

OCTOBER 1973 - . , -' I
r

A fourth comgrison test was conducted on Octo ber 10 and 11,
,.

... I 1

D .1973, at the KansAs 'City, Vans
-0)

s,'Kaw Point primary sewage!treat-
..- #,2 ..,k.

,. . , .
merit plant. wv ..

,

aJ

11' Three samplers 'were instal led, and set to time composite V%
.

rawftwaste of the plant .for a period of about hr at a poirit.,;!,

immediately upstream from the bar screens. Thi compositors Aseel

70
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,_. TABLE XIV

. APPARENT REMOVAL ,EFFICIENCIES OF

ASHLAND, NEBRASK.4, SEWAGE, TREATMENT PLANT

4

r

Compositor Combination
_

Parameter
_

Percent Removal
,:vi

Influent
---

Effluent
BOD5 . CCO

- ":

?IFS

Percent

..

4011

-

,

ISCO

ISCO

Hants

Hants

.

ISCO .

Hants

Hants

ISCO

.
N

, 94

,91
w

.--
95

97

/
' '95

. P

92

- 96

---..,4. 97 ,

S.

'98
95,

99

99 .

1

4

4,

710/
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.
s, . a,

Ark:.1,21.vded a QCEC !^,ael ''.VE, a#Sile,, MKV7S, and art ISCO Model 1391.1

111

5

The collected samples were delivered to the EPA,.Region VII, ..
_ . . - 1V , \. it

4 .1Laboratory where.1Dtplicate analyses fOr*NFS were run. The iTsuls. ,'-'4?..
of those analyses are indicated below. -:..--

,

These compositors, Ither intake lines° or which,werittied togher and. . ,ii
suspended about 46 cm (18 in.') below the liquid surface", colleted

si , 1e)lal volume aliquots `atintervals.ofiit,'40; and 60 min, respeC-
tively.

.
NFS .0M r3.0 ..1---'" \ M ,iC

QCEC -- 250 v

1,080.,

Si,co ,760 ,
r.

II 4

,ISCO

680

Mean
NFS

1.11§/1

1,160,40

644 582
520 .c

It can be seen that theAirco unit prodticed samples 'with NFS
data intennediate between those values resulting from the BCD and
QCEC compositors. Referring back to Table. I (page II}, it can be
seen that the liquid intake veloCity 'of the Sin d' unit also lies
between the veloci*es'of the other taro samPlers. . -
5.- KANSAS CITY, KANSAS; PAW DINT SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT -DECEMBER 17-19,, 19Z3

A more comprehensive compa-rison study was cdhducted a,t the.
Kaw Point sewage treatment plant during pecember 17; 4 and 19,,
1973 Sixteen diffetent meKo-dis , iricludir5g four manual sarrip.

titechn,iqUes; and twelve different makes and mtls of automatic
# - 72



compo' si trf-'s were er'pl,r,yed td cnric-r-T,tly sample the raw '.,aste of

,this far:

Tide and' flow-proporti onal samples were collected' and com-_.

posited martuary at '2-hr i.nterviis using a bucket as well as a ,

fi

s.,thrers ible pi.im3*. Thns variation ir, ,,'),ar,ual $ampring methods was
.

0. i -
,.

introduce.; to det;er;-ire ',tf solids .were sett'. ing out Cri the bucket
°

during 'transfer from, the'v4ste -stream to the-1 abohatory sample con-

tainers. Us"rrig tna. Tiers ible pump, samples were Pumped directly

. ,from,the source coritaier.

The twelaive
.

, the intake lines oallwhich 'we're tied
,together and suspended lifn_tne middle, of the waste stream, were used

to take-- time-compOsite saNles- by drawing- equal -volume aliquots ,4t.?,

.intervals raried from corftinuous up ',to -1. Somp.'es were

. collected aver .. pe of .41) proximately 24 hr on botn Dec6mber
s.

1/-18 and 1,-19. With the exception, of an N-C'cin Sentinel sampler
. ..

Fes; . . . .

...
wh3,ca t: f 't _aerated:11010e container-ctripartment and whicr was:., -.4- _:, y .

so,

,prOv i ded- coirtwy af tIne manufa tarer, none of-the
6

iT1'.;:t e.s- were

,
. Aeptitiefrigerat..:171 'dbrin,.g tne sa 'ng per,iod. The collected sMn.:'Mb-

/

.. pies were analyzed 3 j.tne EPA, keyon VII, Laboratory for:8005. ,
:(Dec.ertr 18 -13 only), COD;',and'tirs which wee run in dup.c.ate.

analytical .erfors.fo' NFS weemi.nimizec'by

_:,./t9 dltr, d ;410e-moutned pipette from the sarples,-

during with a -riagnetic,stirrer.
s

Teel. _ aciy_tor,
1. 1

1.

, nir

3

1

'
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*
results of the compatison test are presen-ted in Table XV

and are arranged according to the liquid intake velocity of 'the

pa rii cul a r;ilichnique or compositor used. An exarrijnatiop of this

Ale Would indicate that there was r o correlation be.tweeh concen-
.

tration of plr,ameter and liquid intake-y_el ocitty. Calculation would,
alb show that there was no correlation between crosc-sectional

lea bf,the intake line and concentral.io;-, ior betWeen an intake

1

N '
, tube cross-sectional areaMlocityfproduct factor and concentration..

.. ..
e The dataresulting,from -this comparison test do not support those ,

..-
eresults obtained in previous tests and the reason for-this is not

entirely understood. The naturY_of the waste wPlich included meat

processing scraps; socip., greaSe, and fiber glass was probly a .

,

contributing factor. Witholit constant attention upon th part of

theio sanitary englieerswho were oedlaty throughout the sampling

''period, most of the cogipdsitors would have failed. Over thEk two-

day period the following equipment malfunctions Iwere noted and

corrected:

arailsford EP-1. - Cleaned eight times,- solids visibly
accumulated in the bo,ttom of loops in, the intake hose, .
during the enOre san*linkperiod. ,),

Si aerator WA-3., - Clogged three times, cleaned with-
compressed,

ISCO 1391 1 etely clogged twice and bottle
v short on the" first cloy, four bottles empty. on the

second day.

N.:Con.Surveyor -' Completely clogged six times with ,.
. .meat and *in-scrapVat the constriction on the intake

si di" &f the Pump.
1

. t.
.

.

,

a
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TAB LE.1.V N
RAW DATA AND STATISTICAL ,SUMMARY OF SAMPLER COMPARISON ST'_i3OY

Y KANSAS CITY., KANSAS, KAW POINT SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT: .
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T r

t' 1.1 t
the secor,,i

e, e4ty and
day two 't ties empty bn

qc!...-C-C,VE 161 cm/sec' - ',logged once, cleaned with
compressed a

One bottle short the first day - saripler.:tire appeared to be about twenty percent fast ,2s allt4eIty-four bottles were filled in- nineteen hours.

'Pro-Tech (6-150) - Clogged completely four times andcleaned.by reversing inlet and outlet liines for onesample cycle.

Teel Submersible Pump - Twenty -four failures daeprimarily to fiber glass batting clumps and it
several j,nstances grease.

It i "s aprent that only Vie three CEC.., samplers whith wire4
operated a,'t 'liquid intake velocities, above 61 cm/sec (2 fps) and
the 4' -Cbh Sentinel performed satisfactorily.

It is felt that the high solids level' 11 the wastewater,,par-
I

ticularly the fiber. gl , may have acted as a straining mechanism

i n the tubes and orific of the various :eomctositorito an extent °
that would have masked those effects due to liquid intake velocity.
With e exeption.of the December 18d9 COD data, the flows .
.Pror-'ort:'Jnal th a bucket were ef.bigher strength
-nar,.the.a.rithnetic mean of the concentrations found in the samples

ti °trier, methods. LooL.inc; at tne arithmetic mean of ae
.

'4i,-S 'la Ai 4,,r each' method, ,t ..3r te. seer tnat only ore compositor
*CN. ,. .110. A

C t (.. ... \ i E se't_at 97 cm/sec) pron.4,,,:..ed nigher strenitn samples lhah
.
t-ose resuitin,a from nanual flow-.)rootrtortal sampl i riq won a

-e-r. :','' :f this ;4,1 technia,..e --,s,,,.=:1 to tr: tr r','s t 'e "hate,

76
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it is 'apparent tit thr _data tnbothertmetnods are

rot norr-al ti ibuted-

tne results obtained w'tn *:.n:: Brailsford EP-1 (method

3) differed silinificantly from the ?:the- ddta, the 'Pearl', standard.

devidti.0 .,$), and the coefficient of variation were i_dl'culated:

with and wi thout Brailsford data. Except for the December

17-18 COL. data, deletion of the Brailsford results increased the

mean and decr(ase th s Looking at tne s, it can be seen

\,.., that excluding tne Bra,ls.ford data resu1tet)n throwingmore of
ifit

the compOsitor oat? outside the rang?)of t e manual flow data =

one standard deviation. 1.

The cit,prlicate andl,yses for NFS-made if Possible to determine

the variation due. t.r, (Jndon laboratciry err.or and that which' could

be attributed to variations in sampler performance. Using the

method developed by Ycuden (I) for statistical analysis of inter-
.,

44P

laboratory coNaborative tests, the standard dpiation due to

variations in sampler performance car be calc,plated. from the

equat;ons:

s2 - -

b
2 4. s

r
2 Formula

Sr = VLd2 /2n Formula (2)

where:

s = standard dev'ati..in of the ra'k data

= standard deviat'cn vdri,tior: is

sd-lIng techrii,e a'. per-
c- ,



ta.

Sr = 'standard de/ietion due to random
laboratory an.a4tical error.

d = absolute value of difference between
duplicate analyses

n = number of samples

'Because taking the difference between duplicates cancels out

all factors affecting data variability except those due to random

65

laboratorApe rror,' a single estimate of sr can be obtained using the

,

data for both dais In= 32), Using the differences calculated in. '

Table XVit can be shown that in fosethe 'NFS data is equal to ±101'

mg/i. Solving Formula (1) fS.ib and using the s of the raw data

it is a simple matter to calculate sb., These values are shown in

Table XV for the NFS raw data with and without the Brailsford

results. DisregardinNhe means of the duplicate analysis it can

be seen that sb ranged. from 292 to 271 mg/1. 'Computation would .

show that the. coeffi cient of variation due to sample performance,

varied from 9 to 22 percent.

B. COMPARISON OF TWO MANUAL GRAB SAMPLING METH)DS

In addition to variations in water Chemistry data resulting

from differences in pqrforn*nces of automatic wastewater-composi-

tors; the Field Investigations staff has also found evidence of

data variability due to,,different" manual grab sampling techniques..

The data shown in Tables XVI and XVII and presented graphi-

cally in Figures 2 and 1.were extracted froman "ongoing" study-of

an extraneous flow facility. This facilitY, which is essentially

a prImary treatment plant, is activated by the rising water level

7&
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in a sanitary -sewer resulting from stori wate,,infiltration. This

unit ta;,>es flcl,,s in ocess 3f sewer capd,.it..),, culorinate-,; and pro-
.

vides approximately thirty minutes of Lion. The clarifier
1-;

overflow is piped to a stream and the settled .solids are freturned

to the sewer. The raw- waste to this facility residential in

character and becomes progressively weaker in strength as rainfall

and infiltration contintie.

. effluentThe influent and of this facility have been sampled on

three separate occasions during suitable rainfall events lirhe'data
r r.

s own in Tables XVI and XVII were selected from the raw waste sam-

piing' results from the first two events. Durtog the first event

(September 7, 1972) ihe'raw waste was sampled' with a bucket at

10-min intervals frbm the time the clarifier started' filling.

During the second event (November 6, 1972) the raw waste was sam-

pled with a submersible pump.* suspended at mid depth in the entering

waste stream. :During the first event, five laboratory containers

.

were filled from the bU6 et. airing the second event, the 'five

contalners were fi tiled
directly from the discharr end of .the.pump

hose wilichrhad an estimated :liquid :velocity of 4.1 4 rri/sec (-14.4 fps)

In the laboratory, aliquots for 8005 and NFS determinations were

extracted from the same sample Container. Aliquots for (T.1)1) analysis

were taken, from a separate, preserved, sample. A
.

Comparing Tables XVI and XVII, it can be seen that.the durAion

of sampling was longer for' the 'second event and that'there was a

*-Teel Submersible Pump, Medel 1P809, Dayton Electric
Manufacturirig Company', Chicago, Illinois 60648

.79
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7A2 LE kJI°

,FJT7M:':: 7, 1"-q2

GRAB SAMPLING. WITH BUCKET

T.1-.e

oltlitary
(tap ,:ci Time

Hour] Minutes

BOO,

mg 1

_04

mg, my ;att.

1030 00 50 '7; 2711 33' 3 6i
Nr1035 30 05 )85 427 to, 32) 3 43

1040 00 10 165 247 312 3 ,,..

1050 00 +,20 155 199 288 J 77;
e1100 00 , 30 ' 170 537 220 ,-, 27

1110 00 40 199 3843 386, : r112000 50 19E, 2'E'F/ 285 ', ,.,'T'

1130 01 00 . 163 226 192 3 '2
1140 01 + 10 165 156 . 168 1.:76

1150 01 4- 2ON 153 330 /76 0 45
, T200

w
01 30 163 192 183 3 88

. 1210

1;20

01 40

01 50

203

170 -

178

175

120

156

,

5 37
, 1230 02 00 \ 215 '194 308 "1

1240 02 10 160 148 15; 1 08 ,-
1250 02 20 188 18.; 268 1 03
130) (12 + 30 773 4 1-90 728 1.43

. ..13'? 02 + 40 215 154 716 1 40

137(3 02 SO ' 735 ?r'.,. -4°- '5
1330 33 '. 00 130 293 104 1 13

, ..
34,1 , 33 '0 ,255 224 728 1 '14

13513 03 2') 2.53 233 204 1 '18

1400 03 + 30 235 207 , 232 1 14
1

,410 Of 40 i 26E 705 ZOO 1 31. 46
.1420 33 50 . 275 233 200 ^ 96

143r, . 14 00 :00 195 1,4 , 0#
, 1445

1451

041 . 17,

1)4 20

15;2

243

707

218 148

; 422

I 1

I 1500 04 30 265 247 276 1 07

'510 04 40
, , 713 177 144 1.20

' 520' 04', 50 225 171 . 1.31

'4 4. . 4
207 23,7 2447. , "..' 38

:--- iliiiird per1400+1 (4) t36 t95 ±145 !0.30

f)

.4

67 -410

v.

S
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1

o

. TABLE XVil

- EXTRAEOUS FLOw..uiLL1 1972

GRAB SAMPLING WITH SUBMERSI4LE rJMP'-

M

31me _
pat,-

Elapsed ne e
Mowry Minutes

.

80 15
921

11E,
,

3435

-,4,3

___,

800
t00 b
41t...,,

1.3.3 00 00 ' 255. 416 1: 1 61 '

--3323, X 10 203 '431. 172 0. '0

34- , 3014 20 230 443 .1- 1 3:

' 1055 . 00 30 303 t4.4 320 ' -056

1105 DO 40 215'. - 435 276 7 63
. .1" . .

ilis 00 50 243 .412 264 0 59

13115 , ',1 30 In 879 400 6 22
,4 4

.135 .,1 13 245 577 36C 0 42

...4, )1 25 4 233 492 " 352 0 41

1455 . 31 .330 188 356 356 0 53

205 33 4' 90 456 784 3 41 ,

1715 qt 50 213 414 332 0 51.

1225 u 10 145 32 291 0 44,

.0' 14,... 5 257' 230 0 58

245 02 20 er289 220 0 47

1111'55 '2 3,-' 14 . 1 105 174,_ 0 46

9.1105 32 .40 135' I4 21.1 174 0 49
4

1315.. 0. '- ,,,j 285 42 0 38

32' 31 'I' 13' 's -',2 0 73

.
355 n, 30 9C 159 94 2 51

11, -
142, 'itl 0 'Is, S. n4 `,

1461 A 30 t, b'i
5,25 . t48 _54 , 54

P41.4 , i60 2'4 ., 71

Standard .., a' on ,5, ','

1.oOt, 15 40 5 70 115 , ac 3 61

1;25 06 -0"1
14 81 '4 7 55r .

A.P., 06 30 115 47 4

01 DO -.GO 4'
...

Art 1' 30 100 .6. 1: ,., 17

At3
'1825 0 311 165 .44 38 1 14

'355 08+ 30 115' .. '6' 35 068

. 926 .09 30 145 204 39 '.-0

i` ., ' 4 19 30 . le..., 73 IP ., '0
a

_

,
. . -,

I e3
n.

..

!OS: y,. 30 3 16-' S 56

275 -, . -,r,

I
'' , SP

igp
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i ;/regressive decreaseOn strength.of raw w to o',,e*r this longer

time period. Consevep4y; the water, c'roemis.try t'S are compared,

over. the approxirnatE, same' elapsed rie perioa.

Figure 2 sh s the ,fate of B0) 'COD; atIdJ:IFS. levelLsitth time.,

71

cor trte first event and indicate .that the concentrations, parti-
,,

I .
cularlS, NFS, did not follovi or reflect eat)) other very well and

, -..

fiat 1.9 of the .,31 sets of grab eiampl es collected t"*1 percent) 1,
/ .

, . .
GODS' /COD ratios si,reater than 'unity. The mean BOD/COD rati

. ,.

-0.98 with a standard deviatiorp(s) of =030. Figure '3, which sh

`,the data for the second event using the submersible peinpi indicatis

"-that .there was an mprovement ,i.n the manner in wnicn the parameters
-.4

followed each othe and that drily one data' point out Vf. thirty-fie
). 4 6, . .

had a BOD5/COD ratfO greater thari one..7."An evaluation Of the data
\ .,

. 4 from the second eveht over the-.same elapsed titne period as that of
C .

the first event Suited in a mean 'BOQ/COD ratio ,p, .0.0 with :a its. , ....

of t 0 . 1 1 . Table VII also shows 'a aeCreose in
.,

.f the ,NFS
. -. .

.data from' /145 'mg/1 to 'II01 mgil. ,,

A BOD5/COD ratio qater than..unity is never -encountered in at
. ._. ,

domestic waste and very seldom encountered: in 'an- industrial waste.

. The *ow ,was te of this facility originates iri a residential area ,-

.... ., wi th po known industrial . waste's or ,toxicants wh ith woffild affect'
. . -.

.. iipDs, values. Analyses from the first event wiaith are not repro-
" .., %

sauced here indicated only' negligible, concerations of heavy metals
. .

and 'a mean effluent 'BOD5/COD ratio of 0.6P.*(twen,ty-fpur samples)
4 ,

'

.vithalT"'rattos lelpthan one

r
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Although these two event).-were completely independent and the
A , .

. ; 4. ir" .Oita from the, f, rt. event Could .oicc.0.(abl,y represent actual waste-- .4 ,:,, ,
,

water characteristics, the data restlting.frOn use of the bUcket is
at least ousstionobfe. Cripring the ,two events, it can ire' seen

4
"4

that there was a decl ine irk BOD5 astd NFS .concentrations of tIte,

samples collected during theecoild event; however, the NFsgoD5
1.;

ratios, which were, .f' .18 and.27, for event.1 and '2 _respectively;
Ns, ,were in approximate agreement. Although the BOD5 an NFS levels

* 1;

I

t_.

1,6

4

decreased during tharecond event, there wal° a $5 pei-Cent Ancrease 't

-`in CUD. Since ft is>impossfita,e-to agitate the contentS of 'a pail
av'd fill a smalt-mouthed Container simultaneously, it, is believed; ...i v., $

t: \-0Ilethat use of, buckit to ct, samples allowed some ofthip

.heavir, ndribiodegralbablewsolids to settle, out. rA ch e high discharge
v ...-,

* velocity of the,pump- is believed to have'effectively prevented, any
. , - .

0 .
0

.setttement and to, have resulted in a more represen,tative'samp)e...
s

Data cOmParisoir from these,twcrevents coSt. suspicion upon',ikit

manual methods of sariling whtcir rovolted dippini,ofisamples out

or raw waste source, ar.d, vaorisequently,,' _raised the questiOn Of

whether or not manua ) va ). sampling
.-

s . si ui table "yardstick" for
evaluating the peRormance pf autos tic wastewater sampler's%

.INTERAiORATORY .4RIVITIONS '.1
On April 15' through 18, 1973,,Tield Iniresiigationi personae)1 i 4° . .Conducted a Oerfoinance tet.t at the 113,500-ou.m/day. ;(30-mgd) KawI. .

r P .'polo:, primary wastewater treatment;;Iant in Kansas '.-,. t Kansas.'
. .

,le T..- -iants :f., st-', irS 4,t,-, r,s,..,,Li.......-,, :.:,:,;en.t ;^,J.,were `..-aecr
.

-!,, S4(r

S ,ftr.#

v

ti

.4

ti °

ti



Nd alternately colleCtsamples athourly'intervals. ffCD 1391-X
, .compoWor was installed at the earuent and set to collecVsapples

.at Hourly tntervals.. Between' 08,00-and 1000 hr each mornrig the, - . ., . , .4 .'discrett samples collected at each 'of the two stations vere manu-
allyally composited according to the 'hourly pumpirtg' rate records for
the three infnent;purnps serving ,the plant. The cOmposited samples,

-"Nitta' preservation other than icing, were .split between 'the,

treatment plant laboratory and' the CPA, Region. VII, Laboratory for
analysis.

addition to- the flo1i-proportional composite-samples,. two'
grab smigples-Were manually collected eadh morning at bo}h of the
Samprifig 'stationS. During the last 24 -hr composite period, grab

samples- were collected at 2-hr intervals from the influent and,-,
/.ana d for COD. The grab samples were not 'split with City Per--

1'

sennel.:

The data resultin%."irom. ,
Table XVIII which also shOws

Isis nves tiigati on are' presented fp

the calcul'atee.removal efficiencies
, ,for the three pa_rametwa:irising the EPA. and city analyse of the' ,

,copposite,samples and thg EPA.' analyies of thl gra-b s . An

exarrinatlop Of .thit table w 1G indicate wiqe range's in removal
.1I

,efficielhcies as a result!of variations in interlAboratory analyses
.ad grabjample characteristics.

It. can be.seenathat the greatest interlaboratory varied°r . - ,
..tas in ,C9D atialysis. The fo.urLday arithmetic mean COD of .
influent

J1

sampleg analyzed bi EPA and the ci ty-Was 1,990 an4 1 ,030

.4imlw

z
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TABLE *VIII
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INTERLABOOTORY ANALYTICAL AND SAMPLE 'VARIATION
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6,
.rg/1; respectiv ely. Or. Apr .1 1 and 16 the v3r'ration was even more.

,, \ .

pronounced with concentrations of 2,320 ah-d 493 mg/1,' respectively.. .
. .

This difference is in eka-.ssrof,Interlaboratery variations reported

.. .in Standard" Methods (2,-.p. 499). investigatiorfof laboratory tech- -

pique reveail.ed that'the EPA laborat6Fy used larger aliquots which
. .

. .

, were, either drawn ,froth awelli-mixect sample with 'an opem.tip pipette

or poured -into a graduated cylinder. The manner in which these t
larger aliquots, were dawn is believedto have- mosulted in greater

and more representativeness amounts of nonfilterable residue..
3 .

I.

The data clearly indicAte-the inadequacy of relying .upon a (
limiLe number of grab samples for determining waStEWater charac--

teristics or plant performance. ki ever). case, the removal

efficiericies calculated from the grab,sample data:Were less .than

those efficiencies determined from the composite sample data

...reported by the two laboratories The COD analyses of the raw
1waste grab samples cotflected at2-hr in.a.ef-vals April 17-18 ranged-

/
. froFr; 1,030 to .2,950 P;'9/1 , had a mead of 1,810 mg/1, and a, standard

deviation of 1545 m4/1- (ccesfident of variation, thirty perde4t).

AND DIS .CUSSION

1. 'SAMPLER PERFORMANCE
.

In every case, .the sampler comparison studies on raw waste
. .

indicated variations in water cheestry data which were greater
,

than could be expPained by lOorato.ry ahalytical error. This

yaoriation wad bartitularly:riarked with the fIFS paraneter. The
4 a.

Richards-Gebaur study resultec in data which showed that in eight

9

. /
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.

of nine cases thehigh-va;.Jurn, ,J4,akp

s a,

t

3B and QCEC-CVE sample.-s- produced time-to"p.osite samplts' with ,t4FS'

°levels that. range fr om 15 to 214 ,--..e.-cent g. e3ter th,an con'cen-,

tratigns found manua I - cted , fl oArtonposi tea ..sampi es.

nfilterable solids c n c :(5.", on in the raw waste 'samples
' , --collected with one Car.' range frcr.i 15 tp 100 percent. ,

S

*geater
than the levels,presen-_ -n those samples 'collected menu-.,

a.11).. This sampler was-used to collect tin-comi..ausite samples

which included equal volumes of the early -homing low-flow, -low- 'Y
go

strength waste that would, in theory, ave biased the sample low.

in Tzelatikagcb; the flaw composites.

.

,
, A stactistical analysis of all the,-rqw.Waste dace resulting -- , '.

,..---- ...
from the three -day- Richards-Get3'aur-st,,dy res.fited in co5nffi cidnts l

, of variati'on af, 29, 39, and 42 percent, respect, ,,;e1i, for 3005, :I),.1,' A ., s .
COD, ancrNFS. Included in tni s variation were (a), Anal 0-Inge-, ',

- 1.,in
1
wastewatr characterist-cs, (b) differenCes ih sarwler.perfor--,

.
.

.

. . ,
. qmance and mar ,,.' te.hr1:LE:, C, field errors anual. Compusi ting, y

-methods and 'f,d,.14,,ratory randokanalytical rs.;Standard

Methods'- reports (2, p. 494,499, 538; coefficients variation of

5, 6,5, and 10 to 33 percent, respectively,. for these trtree,
. .1 t

parameters as a result of irter1c50.-atr_prf an:_!lyti'cd1 collaborative..' A

or.tests on identiCal s a41e . As an est't of the analyti cal e i .
. - ,

- ,

which could be exper,ted from a single laboratory, the .Stalidart!
. ,

iaMethods varnce. for$00 and tiFS are high.s
,
ince s3stPriatic'ei-rori

. . a

. ,, . ,'of a number of Tabnretories,,are -i.r.:10ded. it is aop; re-t't0-.at the .4-

91
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major source.0 data vaiabiNty is"due to actual changes in water

-,N

r 77

chemistry and field techniques.

The comp4rison study.af the QEEC-CVE, and ISCO samplers at the :
1" Theresa Street-sewage treatment plant in Una) , Nebraska, showed

that the' QCEC compositor produced time-Composite. that 'Were',

'respectively, 125, 134; and 182 percent higher in BO , COD, end'
NFS thap those flow - composite, samples on flaned with. an ISCO ModelJ
780. The correspond i percentages fori the effluerit samples were,

.01T ..4, 129; and 92'.
. - *.

.-N' - A.-compison of raw waste f19w-proportional samples collected,..,, .
111

over a five -day periodwith the Hants 313 and ISCG 1391 at' Ashland ,,. . .- i
indicated

.., -
Th..Nebraska, als indicated :bias. The mean BODE,,'COD,and'NFS. s.

Concentrations ,off the Hants samples were 179,'1;836, and 334 percent .4 ..

-_-, . higher -than tne 1 evelti 'found in -the ISCO samples. . the corresponcdcorresponding'

. values ,fo-t the effluent samples were 14, 146, lnc1:220 percent., A;
.

I,
.1 res cti vely.

/ . 1. 0 I.':w waste Samples coliected,coocurrertly wi . s-Q gC-CVE,
. 4 .*

Si rcti, MKV7S, and &I 'ISCO sampler at the .K4rTsas.: y as, Kew'Citii s

.. '°
. ,i4 ,..

1, .- ., Point plant, h-ad -mean NFS ooncentra-tion's;of l',160 j; t1, a11 582 9/1, = .,

`)

,

respectively: Thesi coqcentrations. had .the,same relationship
.

eack, othel- as did the 1igtatd intake vel,Nties of the s:
I

The corrparison study at the K a y ,Point ,plant d i

ien
t manual' sampling

'rs di d).
ifno" ,new anY correl a.ti on between liquid intake velocrty and, pa ram:

. ,-Pte.,: cnr_entrations. This 1,86: o.f correlation was felt to be 'diae.
, l

)

1.

4

I

0

t
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'1

to a' straining-mechanise resulting from the high levels -of slus-
1 .. ,.-

penciell solids in_the waste. Because duplicate analysis for, NFS ,

l,.
was run for 'his study, I t was 'possible to isolate and estimate ("6... :4

. .data variability due to laboratory random' analytical error and that
due lit differences in compositor perfor4nce. Standard 'deviation

, *laboratory error was *101 mg/1 (coefficient. of variation,
approximately 10 percent). The deviation due to sampler performance

*
ranged from 292 to 271 mg/1 (coefficient of. variation 9 to 24 per-

cent), depending upon whether ,or not the Brailsford EP-1 sample

data was included.

The comparison studies indicated that the high vacuum, high

liquid Intake velocity, samp,lers were mot *. effective in capturing
solid material. Althbugh.these units'alip prtOduced hi§her concen-.

tratior,s of BOD5. and COD, the increase in,NFS was .disproportionately

,greater. -It would appear that the slogr-acting pSistalticand
pfsfon pump type 4mpl ers are either *not' capturing Settleable

; z

materials or that after introduction to the iqtake i ine particle
r

settling velocities arletigher than liquild intake velocities.
,Ahother factor could be the agitation of sample increments during

col1eetion..1 The greater intake verocities 'of. those, compositors

which have yielded high strength samples may be breaking up' lgger .

size suspended material of the .aliquot passes through the sampling .'train an into the collection container. In .the -laboratory,I

Opens/ion of smallerr- sized 'particles would be more :amendable to
1. i xtractiOr. -,f' representative amounts r_,` residue with rdutine
p i pettmg procedures.

.93
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2.' ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE STUDIES

The Richards-Gebaur study indicated extremely wide rangesin

apparent facility removal efficiencies as functi?11 of grab sample

data whichwas manipulated to show effects of collertl'on j*
sampling frequency and interval, and dayS of s amp 1 11C. Additional

comparison studies using identical sampling equipment to.collect

/ ,

discrete, time-comp6site, and flow-composite sample.. gould be use-

ful in developing moreadequate grab sampling methk..-,ogies.

At this point the Field Investigatiois is of the. .

okinion that little more can be gained from field e.1trAion of

.samplinl equipment on the basis of sample representativeness.

Under field conditions,-variables cannot b\e control'ed, actual

concentrations of wastewater chemistr, parameters are unknown, and

manual grab sampling is of questionable value as a "yardstick"

against which to measure the performance-Cf -automatic sampl'ing*I
equipment.

The vari abi I it; of NFS concentrations indicates that it is
4

especially difficult to obtain representative san;i1.,

of this parameter because of its sensitivity to changes in collec

Lion methodologies. tiven the "state 94 the art" o` .:urre-nt'y

availabi e compositor's and ever-increaling" varietie, of eq.Irp.rient

comi.ig on thihmarket, there is an urgent need' for developr..-nt of a-

syntietic suspended solids waste to evaluate samples under con=

110 1 l etd 1 anr.a.t ory, tions . ' r' .ui table : --t hPti 1st:. (a)

u.,u11- be used a a for-ancc

Or.

r
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(b) could be used to determine -the j:epresentoteness of samples

col lected by various. makes and models of compositO, (c) 'could

, determine the Sul tabili tY.Of sped fic equipment foripirticular
AP

appl ieitions , (d) ste,p toward standerdi zatio of sae)*
ilk.

pling methods; (e) could result in reduced water: chemistry
;

t and (f) would increa00-`data credibility for enforcement
t_4*

activities..
.

DeVelopment of a synthetic solids waste, to be used in con-

junction with laboratory evaluition of samplei. performance would

requl re.considertatia of the Sol lowing. 'variables.: (a) particle'

sYze and, specific gravity, (b) sampler,,liquid intake velocity, (c)

.intake tubediameter;:. (d) orientation,4 intake-line with respect

to waste stream velocity vectors , and (e) 1 temperature acrd

vi t cos i ty.

3. SELECTION OF SAMPLING EQUIPMENT

Although the results of the sampler comparison 9Aies are not:.

conclusive and additional work 'is needed, it is thii- opinfon of the,

Field Investigations Section that nigh-vacuum, ,sa7iipl ing 'equipment
0 . . . : go

priiuces -*more representati ve.,:sampl es . In waste sources -with th
. .1,

appreciable concentrations- of Barge anii/Or heavy y .settleable materi1
,.. ).

such as a raw municipal wastewater, the section makes every eff;Jrt
* . $ 1,

to install a high vacuum unit when.cpmpatiblg with site comdi ti oni
. .

and data revi rements.. . Since these ,uril is .g. fel d hj gher results , s'

they are of advantage to:treatment pldnts in determi .,..1p,von of

.reinoval efficisacies. )5
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Variations HI Lomp)si ter ,p.el forma ot effluent sampling.

.stations were found D sma'ler due, to water cnemi5try equaliza-
,

tion resulting frbm plant retentIon times ana, it is felt, to the:

lower' levels, of suspended-material which are smaller, more uniforM,

and of lower density than the particleS found in raw waste.,

Although high-vacuum samplers can be effectively used on these

wastes, the data would indicate that well-treated effluents with

no visible. solids canbe representatively sampled with ,the slowe'r

acting compositors.

4. FLOW PROPORTIONAL SAMPLING

With present sampling technology, the section feels that flow

compositing of raw municipal wastewaters and other wastes with

appreciable settleable solids is neither necessary nor justified.

The, variations in sampler performance, and manual sampling techniques

completely mask actual changes in wastewater .themistry character-

istics. At best, variations traceable to differences in compositor:

performance ranged from =9 to 24 percent. In some 'instances

difference's in NFS levels 'were over 300 percent. Data disdrepancies

of this magnitude do not warrant the extra time and expense involved

. in installing sophisticated sampling equipment and flcfl measurement

devices.

The comparison studies on treated wastes would indicate that

well- treated, sparkling effluent with no visible solids.are

amendble to flew-,droportional sampling and that a sOtatAt composi-

tor ,_an he -se pt without regard to variations in performance.

96
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This/mould also apply to industrial wastes which were all ing-solu- '

tion form.

-Because of work load, the need for expediency, and the limited

scope of most surveys the section generally does not collect flow-

prpportional samples. Approximately 5 percent of the sampling

stations the'sectiort surveys -gave weirs or, flumes equipped with

r

flow totalizers which are in proper working order suitable for

manual compositing of flow-proportional samples. Most of these

totalizers are located at the facility influent.. About 40 percent

of the stations haveonly1a weir or flume and 50 percent have no.

measurement de vice of any sort. It is extremely rare to find a

facility With suitable flow-meaiurement devices on both influent

and effluent stations.

Most of the flow-proportional sampling efforts of the section

are confined to data gathering for enforcement activities, in-dept

evaluations of new and -existing. treatment facilities; and investi- .

gations of industrial processes where mass balances ire of critical

importance.

It should-also be pointed out-that manual film compositing of

discrete grab samples, whether collected with an automatic sampler

1

or manual ly, introduces another possible source of error And

requires, Tore time df the' Professional' in the field. Sources of

error would include: (a) not-shaking- the discrete sample prior to

compositing, (b) miscalculation of correct sample volumes as a

result of having to use a slide rule or electronic calculator to

97
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determine discharge rates fromreponential function% based on head

83

'measurements, and (c)`misreading of graduated cylinders. It,would
I"

appear; that those automatic collection devices which collect flow- .

proportional aliquots and composite them in a, single container

would be most effective in eliminating this source of errer.

5. SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 1 ..
Data-from grab samples collected during the compari,so( studies

showed wide fluctuations in wastewater strength over a 24-hr. period.

The Richards-Gebaur study res.ulted in NFS coefficients of variation

. which ranged from .44 to 60 percent on the raw waste, 30 to 41 per-

cent on the tr.4mary effluent, and 15 to 32 percent on the final
ltAto

effluent. Based upon col lection of one grab sanipler per day 'for

three days, it -was shown that the apparent solids removal effi-

ciency. of the Richards-Gebaur facility ranged from -103 to t70

percent depending .upon* sample 6ollection time. Comparing six, grab

smipleS" per day with 24-hr manual flow composites for` one, two,

and three days, it was shown' that mean grab sample efficiencies Alb.

differed from the mean manual composite efficiencies by 10, 3, and

5 pertent,, respectively. 4,

The riw grab sample data from the Kansat City, Kansas, raw

Point sewage treatment giant investigation Of April 15 to 18, 1973,

resulted in. a COQ standard deviation d 1545, mg/1 and a. coefficient)

of variation of 30 percent. "Rekval efficiencies of this facility

calculated on the basis of two grab samples were in some instances

only a third of the efficiencies, obtained with composite sample

data: 93
IOW
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.

These variations emphasize the in-,cortance of an adequate

sampling program ,ind appropr to 'eqUipment. A poll of LI5A, Surveil-4
.

...

Surveil-

lance and Analysis staff-members around the country res'ul ted in a-;

general concurrence that for normally variable domeStic wastewaters

a minimum of 9 evenly-spaced grab samples collected over a 24-nr\ 4)

peripd, repeated For a minimum of 3 wk days ,,will result in a fair

o estimate of water chemistry characteristics.

It ,is. the opinion of the Field Investigations Section that.

either time or ;low-proportional sampling should be used in routine
)

surveys' and monitoring of municipal treatment plants uol ess those

variations which occur throughout the day are of interest. Analy-

ses of an adequ1ate nurter of discrete grab samples to characterize

wastewaters and plant d'ficiencies is an inordinate drain of labo-

ratorwuesources and is not economically/justified. The use of
f

automatic compositors can 'easily be offset' by savings in analyses

costs.

The section confines most of its grab sampling efforts 'to.

special studies and-enforcement activities. Betause of the strict

chain of cutpdy.procedures whit can be exercised with manually

collected grab samples, they are often bled-to support those data

-resulting from use of unattended compositors.

.Considerable judggment is red,for industrial wastewater

flowis whic; vary widely in composition vet- vol urne' throughout the
, . .

work day, Initial surveys of industrial wastewaters should be
A 0\ Crrie`i -,..!. only after-a thorough,undrsla,ndirkj of p, d, t processes.

.. . 1

Surveys should- inelude 24-hr-a-day cor osi te 6ampl.ing i5r a period
.' . ".

99.
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hays', including the normal seccnd sF,ift Friday cleanup perjod.

For max information ofwasteWater quality and variability, it is

frequently'a good idea to install two compositors - one with dis-

crete sample jars and on an hr cycle to provide for a flow propor-
, # I

tional composite and. also Individual hourly\samples for analysis..

A second compositor taking smallaliquotsat more frequent intervals

(10 to 15 min) can be used to obtaih a second composite sample

which 'should :contain portions of all of the batc4a discharges' of

y. short duration. . Comparison of analyses from'the two composites
\

should give a good ihVicatioh Of,whether or of sampling at 'a 1-hr

frequency-is a quate. There are several varieties Of discrete

10
bottle compos tors now on.the market with a"mulfiplex capability

t ,

'which provides 'for frequent samples,to be composited fin each of the

h2urly sample.jars negating the need for a second samiller.
,

6. THE IDEAL AUTOMATIC SAMPLER

Manufacturers of samplers have yet to prothice a unit which
, .

will meet all the sampling requirements and the physical site

conditions encolihtered by the Field Investigations Section.

Development of such a unit would greatly simplify. the logistical

problems\of providing an adequate stock of spare replacement parti

arrd would save that time now spent in becomihg familiar with the

operation and repair of a large variety of samplers.

-As a result of field experience and sampler performance com-

parison studies; the_sectjon has,developed'alist Of the features

-r,co- the ;'ineal" sampler would incorporate.
/

Ale
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

'12%

13.

? e.

Capability for AC/DC operation with adequate dry
battery energy storage for 120-hr opPratloh at_
1-hr sampling intervals.

Suitable for suspension in a sta?dard manhole and
still provide access for-inspection and sample

_removal.

Total weight including batteries under 18 kg
(4071b.

Sample collection interval adjustable.irpm
min to,4 hr.

Capability for flow-proportional and time-composite
Samples.

,i.

,

Capable of collecting a single 9.5-1
.

(2.5-gal)
sample and/or collecting 500-ml (0.13-gal)'disorete -

samples in a minimum' of 24 containers.
.

Capability'for,multiplextng repeated aliquots into
discrete bottles.

One intake hose with a minimum ID of 0.64 cm (0.25
in.) and a weighted streamlined intake screen which-
will-prevent accumulation of solids%

'Intake hoseliquid velocity adjustable from 0:61
to 3 m/sec (2.0 to 10 fps) with dial setting.

Minimumlift'of 6.1 m (20 ft).

Explosion proof.

Watertight exterior case to prOtect Components in
the event ofTain,or submersion.

Exterior casecapable of being locked and_With -lugs
for attaching steel cable to prevent timperiing and'.
provide some security.

,14. MO: Metal paris in contact with waste source or
, samples.

14 ,

15.. 'Art integral sample conkiner compartment capable.
Of maintaining samplegrIt 4 to 6°C for a perioCof:
24.hr at ambient temperatures up to 38°C.

A
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16. With the exception of the intake hose; capable of
operating in.a.tempera.ture range between. -10 to

, 40°C.
.

17. Purge cycle befote and after each collection inter-
val and sensing mechanism to' purge .in event of
plugging during sample collection and then collect
complete sample.

11 'IS
, 18. Capable of being repaired n the field.
1-

THE PROFESSIONAL 'IN THE FIELD

The data has shown many sources of crata vari abi 1 ity and ..

emphasizes the importance of having a professional in the f,ield to

select sampling 'locations , equipment, and methodology. It is -k

obvious that thote individuals responsible for surveys and sample.,

collection activities can use any of the generally accepted samr

-piing techniques and equipment and still intentionally or uninten-

tionally manipulate apparent wastewater chemistry characteristics'

And facility removal efficiencies.

The practice of using low-paid, unsupervised personnel to

collect- samples for analysis by highly-paid professi orig.! chemists

is a misappropriation of technicaland economic resources which

can only result in unrepresentative data.e

It is little wonder that there are so many disagreements' among

:various responsible Federal, state, city, and individual groups

regarding water 'themis try characteristics aid facility performance.

When variations in sampling.methbdology ancklaboratory sysstemati'c

and random errors are further compounded b errors in flow
. I

measurements, di fferences can become, as tri5nomi cal . Without an

adequate monitoring program,and tight controls do sampling

10 f
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technlquesi equipment, and laboratory !procedures, data in'erp'etar

`Von can be re.duCed to little more than an exercise in futility.
4.4
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V. HYDRAULIC MEASUREMENTS/' 12

1

Calculation of loadings, effluent limitation quantities, arld
flow - proportional

need for accurate

greater' than the

sampling requi re. hydradT c measurements. The

rate measurements is just as great, if not.
/

need fior good ,representative water chemistry data.

Ideally, the.profestional in the field surveying a wastewater system'

strives to develop a materials mass balvfnce using the combination,
VOLof flow rate -and parameter'toncentration. Because o,f biological

1
activity, errors :in- flog measurements, sampling methods , and 1 abo-._

ratory-analytical random errors, a'mass balanct is seldom achieved

in practice.
. .

Because pf the variety of sampling, statian configurations
t

encountered_ and the essential ly empirical' nature of mos t measurement

tetfiniques, flow rate accuracy reibains as one of the weakest aspects

of the field survey..

The Fipld Investigations Section has no special expertise in

the-area of hydraulics and a detailed discussion of the subjct is
beyond the Scope of this report and would be presumptuous and redun-
,.

dant in, light of 'the number of fixcellent references (4., '5, 6, 7, 8,
9) availabre,,personnel- responsible for...flow measurement data

would be,well advised to obtain and study. jrhe first four of these
a

'references, particularly (4) which discusses most of those methods

1-ikely to be df use in the field.

104
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This chapter reports;opese mi;thods and equipment .which gie

. `. ' .

Field.Investigations
1

Secti-on haS used in its surveys and indicates

`those fact6rs which can result in s,ignificant error.
tr--

.

X/41EIRS, FLUMES, AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT

1.

Approximately 50 percent of those sampling stations surveyed

by the section have no flow measurement device of any sort and it

"is frequently necessary for the section to make temporary installa-
tions of equipment. Weirs can be ,pla e re 'vely quickly and are
generally used at those sites requiring discharge measprements.

Weirs commonly installed ,by*section personnel or encountered
) 4at wastewater tredtmeht facilities have included: (a) 413. V=notah,

(b) 60° V-notchi, (c) contracted rectanquIar, (d). suppressed rec -.

tangular, and (e) Cfpolletti. The following necessary conditions

are reported (4, p., 12-13) fOr setting weirs and getting accurite
discharge rate measurements: '

a. he upstream face of the bulkhead should be smooth
and in a vertical' plane perpendicular to the axis
121 the channel.

b. The upstream face of the weir plate Should be smooth,
straight, and. flush, with the upstream face of the
bplkhead.

c. The entire crest should be a level, Sioe surface
which forms 'a sharp, right-angled edge where it
intersects the -Upstream flte. The thickness of
tOu crest, measured tin the direction of' flow; should
b, between 1 .to 2 m (0.03 to 0.08 in.. Both side
edges of rectangular weirs should be .truly vrtical
rand of the same-thickness as the "rest.,

'105.
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k
The . pstre.,--Ir corners Of the notch mtist be sharp.

,T,111; shauri be macnineti or filed perpendicular to
the. upstream face, -free of burrs or scratches , and
not smoothed off with abrasive cloth or paper. Knife

, edges shoul d be avoided becau"se they are difficult
to maintain. t -

4

. .
.

e.. The downstream edges .o'f the notch should beretieved
' by chamfering if the plate is thi cker than the

prescribed crest width. This chamfer should be at
an angle of 45 deg or more to the surface of. the

.

4*.

crest.

f.' The distance of the crest from, the bottom of the
approach channel (weir pool ) shciuid preferably' be
not less that-, twice the depth of water above the
crest and in no case less than 0.305 m (1 ft).

g. The distance, from the sides of the weir t5 .'he sides

of the approatchannel should preferably ,be no less
than twice the depth of water above the crest and
never less than 0.305 m (1 ft).

,

h. The overflow sheet (nappe) ) should touch only the
t4stre.am edges of the crest and sides.

.. Air should ci.rcul ate freely both under and on the
sides of the nappe.

). The measurement of, head on the weir should be taken
as the. difference .1in elevation between the crest and
the water surface at a point upstream from the weir
a distance of four times the max head on the, crest. to-

y
k. The cross-sectional area of th e approach channel

should be at least eight times that of the overflow
sheet at the -crest for a distance upstream. from

fifteen to twenty times the deptF?' of the sheet.

It is _probably safe t"o say that the Field- Investigations

Section eas never encountered a weir insta14,ation which h met all of

tne preceding requi fements . Wei r crests are. not chamfered, are

lowcovered with *debris and ol ogqal growth, are not flush with

IRA kh.e'ad plates, and are too close to bottom and sides of approach -

channel. ocities of .cpprOacti "(Va) are too hi gn, as a result of

106
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.1' I'
/t(ie weir pool being underdeSig6444.14rt Witt or as' a_reSult o

deposition of sol-ids....;kVa between 0. * and 0.61 ni/sec (1 to 2

fps, tan result in a, ail clay,* qty or. ranging eroM -10 to
1.4-

percent. If weir pool Va are Signrfitant, they should be measured

with .a4 current meter*. or estimatedwith floats. ()f nothing else is -

avOilarle) and corrected for (4.;.p. 25-20.

Someobservelweir deficiencies con be corrected; however,

from _a practical standpoint a loss 1pf accuracy must be expected as
4.

i
,it is seldom feasible, to Opti mi,ze all installation requirements.- / i.

Even at those locations at which theitglition -installs equipment,
.. ... , ..-,

site condions Such as limited space, hildraulics,head, and concrete
.

3

abutment structures imrerse investifative restraints which are -a --,
. compromise between time, economics, and .data requirements.;

2. FLUMES

The Parshall flume is one of the most common types 'of flow
/

measurement devices instal led at wastewrer treatment facilities
and is preferred because,: '0,1 it can oVer to with-yelatively. small

losses of head, (b) it is_ reTativelY i n`Se sitive 't.o velocity of

approach, (c) if .Properly installed,-it will give good measurements

'over a wide range of downstream/ subme4gence ,4 and (d) flow yefocities

are sufficiently high to eliminate solids deposition. ..,. ,

t, mo
Because of

* ;he- time .required td properly install, these devices, ,

/.. , . , ., ,

,...the section has not' Set Parshall flumes at any .survey sites and .. ,

* See Page 102
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experience his ,been tonfined to those flumes encountered at waste-
.0

water treat-Tient faci 1 i ties.
.

. Prior, to taking Water measurement data, a -Parshall flume, should

4 checked..to,see that: (a) longitudinal and lateral axes of crest.

,_floctr. are level , (b) side Walls are parallel and throat dimensions

close to desigN tolerances, (c) approach fflows are uni

tributedin the upstream convergence section, (d) head -%asu

00,

devices (if installed) at correct location, and(e) flow variations

are within the range for which the flume is accurate.

.3. FLOW RECORDING EQUIPMENT

. FACILITY RECORDERS

About 25 percent of those facili-ties which have weirs.or 'flumes

also have continuous floW.Aecording equipment. roximately. half

of' these instal lationsAtttve recorders ,which are in proper..workin6'

order.
.

-SoLirc,es ofmeasfrement error with reCording equipment afire

common- to both weirs 'and flumes al inelude: ,

(1) S tilling well in: Wron,g location with respect to
weir or fl ume crest. or .

- (2) Trash and debris Hn stilling wel and,conduit
between Mame and well plugged.

.

(3)..Float dirty, punctured, hot vertical, and rubbing
against side of stilling well. Slack in float
cable.

(4-) Wrong, reCorder multiplier and chart _paper.- Pen not
inked ant) not giving responsive trace. Recorder
16es -not zero. An error in calibration of 1.5, cm
(0:60 in.) can cause an error in rate rne;Isu*inent
ran,jing to several, hundred percent at 1oti. depths
en smal weirs and twenty to thirty percent for

9 .

s
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moderate depths' in flumes with throat widths under30.5 cm, (IL:it-I:). .J t..6 tri--ing flow data from prant reCorders, the instrumen-
ta!oh shouldbe manually checked by taking an instantaneous head,

41'

Measurement:with 'a staff gage. or rule, calculating' a discharge
7

rate,, and chedking this rate fgainst the recorder.
6. PORTABLE RECORDERS

°

(1) BELFORT LIQUID LEVEL 'RECORDER
0

,

The Section has threettelfort Portable Liquid level Recorders*
which have been in use for fou'r or'five yr. These recorders are
relatively rugged and extremely reliable when properly installed.
The units have many. po,sitive features which include the following:

. , t,

(a) Fairly inexpensive at approximately $320'each.

(b,) Accurate and ,easily read head measurements over alimitless ra!fge of water levels because the pin
traverses upi:Ott 'down over the full width of the
chart as warps levels rise or fall.

(c) Optionat r rding times available from six hour's .to eight per chart revolution.

(d) Mechanisnos mechanically simple-and in most casescan be *aired in the field.
The primaryglsadvantage of the Belfort Recorder is related to

! !bp 7.kstallation. The-NENt requires a stilling well for a float and P.4
must be. mounteelevel . One dart easily spend an entire Alay in con-
steuetion and installStion of stilling well and mouning.platfoT,
and calibratigh of-recorde. The min diam of the stilling well
(dependent upop float) is about 10 cm (4 in.). This well offei-s an

* No 5-FW-1,'8elfo t. Instrument Company, 1600 South ClintonStreet, BaItirriore, Maryland 21224
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1
oLstructio`r flow and, consequently, the unit cannot be used for

small channels or in h4h velocity channels carrying large amounts

of debris. The instrument is almost ;impossible to install in mart-*
°holes.

(-2) MANNING DIPPER RECORDER

The Manning Dipper ,Recorde'r* senses and, records water levels'

by means of a weighted electrical, probe on the end of a thin metal

cable-which extends from the bottom of the. recorder. The probe

follows the surface of the water and merely swings aside when hit

by debris..

The primary acrintntages of this instrument ar.e an adaptability

wan almo'st limitless variety of site configurations and its ease

of installiition.- At most locations the unit can be insta
1

ledoand..

calibrated in fifteen.,;to twenty min.. The adjustable bracket*
7 6.

included with the unit makes it particularly suited for manhole

installations where it can be installed up to 7.6 m** (25 ft) above

the water surface. Since the unit operates'on a 6-v battery***,

"manhole installation provides, good equipment security as all corn-

ponents are below streeltlrade and manhole covers-are replaced.

The disadvantages of this unit include: (a) cost, units are

about $835- each, (b) limited recorder range with respect to changes

in wafer level, (c) aCcuracy,- recorder chart *cannot be read

1
*.- Mode"; 1 Manning Eniironmental Corporation, 112 Dakota

Street, Santa --Cruz California 95060

** Longer cables are available .

***,,Eveready, Hot Shot #1461;\Ray-O-Vac #641, or equivalent

'7
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Jo'ser than 1.Z7 cm (0-5 in.), and (d) units .are facjrlysophisti-

ca d elettronically and gentrally cannot be repaired in the field.
c. ISCHARGE CALCULATIONS Adi

It should be:pointed out th t many portable recorders, includ-

Ing the Belfort and Manning units discussed previously, record

Water level only and do not have an internal integrating mechanisml
for totalizingflows. With Parshall 'flumes and most were flow
tare is a nonlinear function of head\and must either be determined/
from published tabulations '(4) or'calculated with the diffgrent

2.
expsnential formulas repotted far various flumes and weirs. Since

many tabulations do not cover every variety Of flow, measurement

device, it is frequently necesiargy to: na6 these calculations in the

field when flow proportioning samplet. Although any good slide

-rule 'is suitable, for these calaklittions, they are slow; introduce a

greater probability of error'', ail are definitely not "technician

.proof." To reduce time and itireasOccuracy, it is recOlmended
v,)

'that the individual have a electranic calculator* with an

isexponential function key a*,

B. ,WET WELL VOLUME DISP

of his 'field equipment.

Wastewaters are of "kollected ins 'a wet well prior to intro-
'duction to a treatment; tem. In the absenie of flow measurement

devices, these wel,ls be_ used to obtain rate measurements by

.,. 4

* Hewlett Packae del- HP-35 or 4, Texas" Instrume,nts Model SR-50,
..Sharp PC-18014- equivalent

3
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Using the cross-sectional area of e well and thse frequency bf

"pump down" which can 'be e:stabli hed With the Bel fort or Manning

units.

C. FLOW RATE$ IN PIPES

1. VOLUMETRIC MEASUREMENT

97"

*or' On small diScharges, the section frequently uses a container

of known capacity and topwatch to determine instantaneous fl-ow

rates. With the plasti sampring buckets normally used by the

section, discharge ra are limited to a maximum of about 76 1 /ra=in

(20 gpm).

2. PIPE- WEIRS

S

dlithe section has three sets of V-notth* wiiVs*, designed for

pipe 'installation, which'were purchased at a cost ora,pproximately

$350 each. The weir is of a cleSr plastic material calibrated in

gpcf and is mounted in a. semicircular aluminum frame which has a

rubber gasket around the outside to insure a gobd pipe fit. Proper

installation of the weir is aided by a bubble level attached to the

frame. The wears are held in place by extended 'rods which are

slipped into a 'scotw thread al socket 'and. forced up against the

crown of the,pipe.

Maxium.weir flow rates -with 15.2-,. 20.3-, 2'5:4-, 30.5-, arid-

38.1-.cm (6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, ancl 15 -in.) diam pipes are 143; 244; 5

1,071; and 2,95'1 cu m/day (10,000; 17,000; 40,900; 74,750, and

*N.' B. Products, 35 Beulah road, New aritaln, Pa.
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206,000 gpli), respectively. The set..-ajso has six adaOtorplates
. .

which the weirs -Can be set into in order to fit them- to larger size

pipes. These adaptor plates do not increase the weir capacities.

,AIthough these weirs provide a quick method for getting

'-instantaneous -flow rates, the likelihood of error is appreciable

since 'variations in approach velocities cannot be corrected for.

In addition, max weirrsapacities are much lower than max. pipe

. capacities since the weir and frame obstrutt a significant partof

the cross-sectional area of the .pipe.

3. TRAJECTORY METHODS

a. CALIFORNIA PIPE METHOD

The "Water Measurement Manual" st4es four essential require-

gents' for this rtlethod: discharge pipe must be level, (2),it

must disCharge'parti'dfly full, (3) ft must discharge freely, into

air, and (4) the veloCity of approach !mist be a min. 'Discharge

-rates are coinputed orn the formula:

where:

8.69 (1
1)1.88d2.48 A

= -discharge rate, cfs

a = distance measured in the,plane at the
end of the pipe, from the top Of the

ii-' inside surface of the pipe to, the water

surface; ft

4

cf.= internal diam'of ;the pipe, ft

Thisfortiula was deyelioped from experimental data for pipes

Ai
'7.62 to 2544 cm (3 to 46 in°..) i.n diam and tests nave shownthat the

113'
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forjall.s.vdoes not hold up at.in% of d. ratio of less than' 0.5 (4,.p..
197). ,'-This formula should ndt be used wii icorrugated metal pipe%:. :
b.. PURDUE METHOD . 4 (

« -' 4f -, r
. . . 1

.
\-..,.....4.- .**-This ts a rrici re general .form of thetrijectorythethqwhfch tan

be awsed 'with pipes flowing full arid with hi gt! -velocities. Basically.

04

p.

the method consists of. measuring the horIzOntal (X), and 'vertical .09 -a.
, ..coordinaterof..the' pith of..4 'jet of water from a! level:

.
A The 'reader is. ref erred..4..the "Watiir

MeaStement Rani:W. .(4,, p: 2007. , :.
.%

'203) for a .description of tilts ,'methodland,for -graphti showi i9 d4 -
,,, . ... t s

4

di
.charge rates of -different_ size pipes.ts, a funcitiOn of the' )( and .., ,i . ...., -, ... .., . ,.. , . ..coordinates .., .`- ... 4

d it ...,4. ORIFJCE BUCKET :
....,

: -, ... i.. s,'.. .
.. . ,As of this wri ti ng , the. 5ieirtAnvesti§a!tions-.tettion'.has

ncor *:'41/'-

experience with the orifice'tuCket and is .piegently 'evaluatfng the; ).
device in ibe labotra fp of. , 13'iically. the i i $ rrothi n9 more thAn.. ,. .

, . .
. ,

,

a sturdy. 18.-9-.1- (5-lail ) off` larger :cad. k4,4,ci,th a, numbe.r ..of .ruPber "top-.
....peed holes in t )ie bo -ttom and wi th- -a 'qradu4tled.,.pielometen'tubeOti :.k, . :... . I, ,,,

T. 4 .'the outide%fOr- eeading water levels.' A .sreen oi.',01 sper:si,an " -.
7

,... .' t. . r

4

.
device of .some sort s'hciu)d,be mounted i.n-;the, bueicei to educe,/ .. .".

, .
..- ' '4 1airect veloCity* impIngement. on ,the c.rifi'ces. Rrior,.-.to ,ie-ld use . .

,

, . . I. ,, , - ,
..

. .
thedevi.ce-rwist.be cal itirated inthe raboratory by removing one'of ,'

.

.:,
`,the 'rubber stoppers qid..detei-rnini.ng the flow rate tkirdurgh: the , . : '. - 7 s s _..!----" t ' .I orifice at di fferent constant heads' wiwith a known' veri able water.:..

----
1 .

.source. Pr:m the laboratdry data a ratfna curve is' developed for
. tht= bucket2ahowing gpm versii4d for one orifice. tf hole size

. ,

'11
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tolerances are caref,olly controlled, it

a rating curve' for two or moi:e..orifices

each orifice will' be the same and equal

one orifice. Con'sequently, in the fiel

determined by multiplying the rate for

holes open.
/Since

it is necessary-to have..a constant head in the

bucket, thidevice is obviously not suitable for those discharges

with rapid fluctuations in volume. Additional in,mation can be

foUnd in (10, p. 30) and (11).

5., -MANNING FORMULA

i

'is not necessary tO develop

open', as flew rate thisough

to that rate determined for

d larger discharge rates are

one hole by the nunter of

Discharge rates-can ;also be calculated:by,deterrnining the

cross-sectional area of,:the- flow and the average veAcity in the

. cross section. With circular-conduits the section freciuently uses

the Manning formula to eSti`fnate velocity. .

/N
. 1.486 r2./3s1/2

n

where: N = average velocity, fps

r = hydraulic radius, a/p

a iai-ea of cross section ,of stream, sq ft.

p = wetted perimeter of pipe, ft

s = s 1 ope , ft pir 100 ft

n = roughness factor

, .

The roughness factors for various ;AO materials can be found

in hydraulic reference and text books (12, 13).-
.

115
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Flow rates for pipes 0.152,, to 1.22 M (6 to ,48 in.) in dtirri at

various depths gf flOw and slopes. are available, in tabulated form
.

(6) and are relatively inexpensive.

In the field, sectidn,personnel use a carpenters square with,

an attached, pONIIIIkize, inclinometer* to measure pipe slopes. If
one is working at the open end of a pipe, the depth of flow should

be measured as f7* up in the pipe as possitle,, otherwise errors due

to drawdown will be introduced into the discharge calculation.. If
one is Interested in a number of measurements and is not certain

about a roughness factor (n), it is frequently possible to gage

. pipe dischargesat a downstream pointein an .open channel and then

solve the Manning Formula for n.

6. FLOWMETER

The.s'ection-has also used a number of different velocity

meters to determine pipe flow rates. One such meter is a digital

flow** device with a buil t-in, counter that 'counts the revolutions
,

of a propeller:, Velocities are'determined from a rating curve

supplied with the instrument:, This is a rugged instrument which is

ROI sensitive to low velocities and 'is, therefore, .best Suited, to

chose high velocity flows which might damage other types of meters.

At,times the section has also. used Pricel7pe current meters

to determine pipe velocities. These meters should be used -with

4A4414.
4

'* Keuffel and Esser Company, New- York

** Flowmeter, Model 2030, General Oceanics, Inc., 5535
Northwest Seventh 'Avenue., Miami , Florifda 331 2 7

11.6
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cautitir since y are quite sensitive and subject tc ciar,age -

high velocity, tUnbulent

OPEN CHANNEL

1. STREAM GAGING

In its field a vities, the section also does 43 significant

amount of stream gagi g,aplocations where receiving, ter quality

is of interest. Basic items of equipment required for dream

gaging include: (a) current meter, (b) wading-rod, (c) sound box

or earphones to indicate ter revolutions, (d) stopwatch, (e) tag

line, and (f) small clipboad and discharge- measurement forins.\

Meters, wading rods, earOon, and tag lines are available from a\
number of suppliers*. It is r\commended that one purchase equip-

ment from a single manufacturer, as components are not always

interchangeable. The discharge measurement forms** used by the

section are printed on a rubberized paper and are supplied by the

General Services Administration (Form No, 7-EPA-53001).

As of this writing, the section has filied upon the Price type

current meter (both standard and pygmy) for stream gaging. In the

near future, the sectionwill also have the .0t,t meter available,

The t meter is of advantage in some situations where vertical

velocity gradients are .a problem.

* Weather Measure Corporation, P. O. Box 41257, Sacramento,
. California 95841 - Kahl.sico Scientific Corporation; P. p. Box'

1166, El Cajon, California 92022 - EPIC, Inc. ;150 Nassau
Street, New York, New York 10038

** The Field Investigations Section will furnish,one Copy of this
form for examination or duplicatliti



5g4h of tkes,! meters are precision instruments and should be

.treated accordingly. The Price type meters are especially sensitive

to worn pivots and errors in velocity measuremenl of 20 percent of

flo, under C.15 gin/ ec ;0.5 fps) are common with worn pivots bent /

cups, artsolids under the cup and bushing. When using current

meter with a questionable pivot pin or old rating, it is better

look for a site with velocities of about 0.30 m/sec (1 fps) or

-better as errors due to inertia of the meter will be minimi2e4.

Regular oils should not be used-on these meters during winter

IFweather as the increase in viscosity can seriously affect the

accuracy of rate mea6rement. The silicone type lubricants are

not affected by changes in temperature.

Although there are a number of types of wading rods available;

the section uses the USGS type top-sAting rod. These rods are

madeunder contract for the USGS and sources change from ye4r to

year. Within 4.RegiohY, current information 'on these rods would'

be available efroM the USGS Water. Resources Division, :Rolla,

Missouri. It is understood that this division must endorse orders

for this rod.

The section has received some requests for informationxcon-
.

serning meter calibration. Manufactureat no longer supply current

meters which have been calibrated by the National Bureau of

Standards and the' section relies upon thoSt rating tables furnished

vir
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-with each me" If desired, the ptireau* will calibrate meters....,

4
In 1972 the cost for calibration to goy,ernment and private' agencies

was $116 per meter.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC WATER CURRENT METER

The section has one of these units ** which .has received rather

limited use in the past two yr. This is, a battery-operated, port-
.

able instrument which gives 'a direct meter readout in fps of X and

Y velocity components. The velocity sensing probe is all magnetic,

has no moving'parts and ti an integral Part of a 1.3-cm J0:5-in.)

di* cable leading from the meter. This cable, with attached probe,

can be purchased in desired lengths: The meter haste recorder

, output terminal.

This unit has been used; pdmarily; in pipes with, high velocity

dischirges and in small opin chinnels. Although the unit is port- .

able, it is rather heavy and not suited to a one -man Operation for "S

gaging streams. Since yelocityreadout is affected by'probe orien-

tation, the probe. must' either be held by hand or fixed on a rigid

rod when taking measurements. The price ($2,500) and complexity of

this unit Oloohibits. roughi handling any service in the field.

A trial run of this JpstruMent Nee Section E) when it was

'first received resulted in meter fluctuations. of 0.11"fp.' at a full

* (Correspondence Only) National Bureau of Standards, Hydraulics
Section, Washington, D.C.. 20234 - (Meters should be sent to)
National Bureau of Standards, Hydraulics Section, Route 705,
Quincy Orchard Road, Gaithersburg, Md. 20760

**Model 721, Marsh-Mai rney, jnc., 10453 Metropolitan Avenue,
Kensington, Md. 20795 .
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scale setting of 1 fps while being held at a s.ingle position in a

flowing stream. As a result of this, the meter was returned 'to ,the

. 1

factory and an alternate 5-sec time constant" was'-added to dampen

out meter fluctuation5. With this addition the',ihstrument has a

toggle switch to select the standard, I-sec time constant* or

alternate,5.sec constant. This addition has greatly increased the

usefulness of the instrument:

E.. PRECISION OF THREE MEASUREMENT METHODS

Soon after the section received the Marsh-MOBirney current

meter (MMCM) a water course. was sought in which it could be com7

?

pared with the Price type pygmy current meter (PPM). As a result
.

of a previous Investigation, the weir pool upstream of a 61-cm

(24-ih.), sharp-crested., contracted, rectangular weir** was selected.

With this discharge it.was'possiblefto get.three independent flow

rates simultaneously. These three rates'were: (1) the rated weir

discharge, (2) the gate resulting from MMCM velocity readings and

the weir pool cross-sectional area (plane parallel to weir bulk-'

heaiy, and (3) the rats resulting from the PPM velocity readings

and the pool cross-sectional area.

The cross section selected was about 2.13 m (r7 ft) upstream

from the Weir bulkhea4,.had formed vertical sides 1.83 m (6 ft)

apart, and was relatively uniform n-depth. The atithmetic.mean

* After positioning probe, user must wait three times the.time
constant before recording a velocity reading

** MidwestSolvd'nts Company dritrge in Atchison, Kansas
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depth. (25 measurements)%was 30.7 cm (12:1 inj, with' max and min s

depths being 35,6' cm '04.0 and 26.7 tin (10,k in.), respgctiyely.
Traversing of the crows' section began at 1115,hr and ended at

1535 hr June 3; 1972. Using.b.qh the MMSM and PPM, which were

mounted on essentially identical wading rods, velocity measurements.

were made. at 7.6-cm (0.25-4 intervals across the section at
depths of 61, l2.2, 18.3, and 24.4 cm (0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 ft)..

The weir head during the cross sectioning ranged from 4..9 cm

(0.62 ft) to,20.4 cm (0.67 ft) and the mean head (8 readings-was
19.8 cm (6.65 ft). ca

Table XIXshows the flow data resulting from cross sectioning.
wl'th each of the, two meters. The weir discharge rate and a soma-

.
tion of theincremental flow rates resulting .from each meter were.'

as follows:

1 /sec 'cfs

Weir 93.2 '3.29

Price Pyre., betel (PPM) ;117.2 4.14

ElectrOmagnetic Current
Metet (MMCM) 98.8 3.49-,

Mean 103.1 3.64 1(10 to 14 percent)

'These data would indicate that under ideal circumstances the

tection cannot determine flox,rates any closer than 110 percent.
It should be pointed out that In routine surveys the section would
never take 96 velocity readings ,in a 1.83-m (6-ft) cross° section
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SUMMARY- OF FLOW DMA OBTAINED USING' A PRICE TYPE PYWY METER (PPM)

A,

1.4

1.0

aS

5'

AND A AMISH MCBiRNEY CURRENT METER (MMCM)

.

Distance FromFrom ,
Initial Point, ft(a)

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00- 1.25

Depth, ft(a) . 1.08 1408 1.12 1.08 . 1.17 1.08/...

Area, ft2ib) . 0.27 0.27 0.28 ' 0.27 0.29, 0.27
Depth Fr Om Water

Velocity, fpsSurface Of Velocity
PPM MMCM PPM K40.1 PPM 7/44C11 PPM MGM PPM

s
MN PPM '11404

Measurement, fttal

0.2 0.00 '0.0 0.08 0.0 0:06, 0.0 0.23 0.20 0.17 0.15 0.45
..
0.200.4 0.00 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.09 0.00 0.12 0.05 0.'20 0.300.6 0.00 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.000.8 0.00 0.0 0:05 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.02. 0.00 "0.03 0.05 0.24 0:00

Wan 0.00 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.05 13.0 '0.09 0.05, 0.10 0.04 0.24 0.13
Discharge, cfs(0 0:00 0.0 0.016,0.0 0.014,0.0 0.024 0.014.0.029 0.014 0.065 0.027
Velocity -Ratio PPM/14401 - '-- 2.0 2.0 2.5:A-

Oistnce from 1

Initial Point, ft(a)
i

1.50 _1.75 : 2.00 2.25 2.50

_

2.71'
DepthOt(a) .c? 1:08 1.08 1.00 '1.013 .."- 1.00 1.00
Aqa, ft2(b)- , .0.27 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

A
Depth From Mater
Surface Of Velocity

, Velocity; fps- .
PPM 141 4 'PPM 14McM PPM

/
4104

,
PPM 41CM PPM PPM

i
40401

Measurement, ftlaq

0.2 0.56 0.20 0.74 0.60 0.96 0.70 1.21 0.75 17.37-- 1.0041.42 1.000.4 0.43 0.40 0.86 0.60 1.11 0.70 1.25 0.85 4.24 -1j05 1.28 1.10. 0.6, . - 0.22 0.40 0.42 0.50 0.80 0.60 1.05 0.85 1.09; 0,80 1.11 0..900.8 0.09 '0.40 0.16 0.15 0.38 0.20 0.57 0.65 '0.80 0.65 0.75
-1.

0.80
Mean Q. 32 ''' 0351 0.54 0.45

0..

81 0.55 1.02 0.80 1.12 0.90 1.1* 0,95
Discharge-, cfslc) 0.066 0.094 . 0.2q2.0.137' 0.255 0.200 0.280 0.225

s

-...

0.265 0.237
Veloi ty RatiipPM/141CM /.91:f 1.20 1.50 1.30 1.25 . - 1.20

.(4) Multiply by 0.30 to tam m

1-7 (b) Multiply by 0.d929 obtain sq io

wt(c) Multiply by 1.7 to tain.cu m/min

11

4
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TABLE XIX (CONTINUED),

.

SUMARY OF FLOW DATA OBTAINEDUSING.A PRICE TYPE PreklY METER (PPM)

AND A MARSH MCBIRt4EY CURRENT METER (JIMCM)

Distance From I
Initial Point, ft(a) "0 3.25 3.50 3.75

44

4.00 4-.25

.
Depth, ft(a) 3 - 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.96 . b.96 0.92

Area ft2(b) 0.25 0 \..24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23

Depth Fromieter
Surface Of Velocity
Measurement>, ft t a /

Velocity, fps
PPM MMCM PPM MMCM

-
PPM

. -$

MMCM PPM MMCM PPM MMCM PPM 4404

0.2
0.4
0.6

'0.8

1.39
1.24
1.08
0.77

1.15
1.05
0.90
0.65

1.33
1.20
1.00
0.67

1.15
1.05..1.14
0.80
0.65

1:30

0.86
0.28

1.20
1.05
0.90
0.50

15.38

1.25
1.d6

0.60

1.15
1.05
0.80
0.50

1,35
1.22
0.96
0.38

1.20
1.06
0.90
0.15

1.38
1.22
-f00
0.20

1.25
1.15
1.00
0.30

Meib 1.12 0.95
s

1.05 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.07 0.85
_

0.98, 0.80 0.95- 0.90

Discharge, cfs(c) 0.280 0.238' 0.252 0.216 0.216 0.216 0.257 0.2040.235 0,192 0.218 0.207

Velocity Ratio flti/i14C4 1.20 1.15
<

1.00 1.25 1.20
.

1.05

Distencel4Rrom -i,1
Initiah Point; ft a.?.

4:50 4.75 *5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75

Depth, ft(O\

ilkrea,

$ 0.9t 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.88 0.88

.t1t2(b) 0.23 4 0.23 0.23 0.23 8.22 ' 0.22."
. .Depth Krim Water

Surface Of V Meci ty
Measurement, Oa) /

- ,siiiVelocity, fps -
PPM MM04 PPM MMCM PPM ele101 PPM MMCM PPM 1.40, PPM MMCM

0.2 . 1:38 1.25 1.37' 10,35 1.38 1.30 1.12 1.00 0.66 0.70 0.67 0.60
_0.4 1.21 1.1p 1.29 1.15 1.30 1.20 1.04 0.80 0:76 0.65 0.74 0.60
0.6 1.01 0.95 1.07 0.96 1.23 1.00 1.29 0.90 0.80 0.75 0.65 0.45
0.8 0.62 0i80 0.65 0 50 0.84 0.80 0.81 0 55 0./6 .50 0.26 0.25.

Mean 1.05 1.00 1.09 1.00 1.17 1.10 1.07 0.80 0.67 0.65 0.56 0.50

Discharge cfs(c) 0.242 0.230 0.251 0.230 0.274 0.f53 0.246 0 184 0.147 .143 0.123 0.110

Velocity Ratio PPM/MMCM 1.05 1.10 . 1. 0"
1.35 1.05 1.10

(a) Multiply_ by 0.3040 to obtain

(b) Multiply by 0.09294o obtain sq. m
'(c) Multiply by 1.7 to obtain cu m/tip,

F

1.-23
r

7-

t.
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tlit was only 30.7 cm (12.1 in.) deep. outine Work a max of

twelve measurements would have been taken. General flow measurement

precision in routine surveys is probably on the order of *20 di 25

percent.

a

f,1 124,
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' CONCLUSIONS

As a result of experience, sampler comparison studiet, and-A,

accumulated survey information, the Field Investi,gations" Section

has reached the following conclusions:

1. 'Overall failure° rate of commercially available

samplers is approximately 16 percent.

2. Major.cause of sampler malfunction is due to
pluggin'g of intake lines.

3. Operation) reliability of commercially available
samplers varies.significantly and application is a
major factor in selecting appropriate equipment.

4. Variations in ninfilterable solids concentrations
of raw paste samples as a result of differences in

sampling Iquipmirt or collection method are at
- 91eagt 9- to 24 percent.

100 relied upon to produce representative samples.

6. High vacuum samplers produce more representative
samples, and should be used on raw municipal waste-
waters and other wastes with significant levels of
large heavy suspended material.

.2
.

7. Any sampler compatible with site conditions and
data requiremeirts cad' be used to sample well-t4ated effluents with no visible solids. -

-A. Flow-proportional sampling of raw municipal waste-
waters with currently available sampling equipment-
is neith cessary nor justified.

5. Currently available sampling equipMent cannot be

9. Adequate d crete grab sampling programs for
routine surveysnd monitoring `Of municipal
wastewaters require an inordinate amount of
laboratory resources' and should be replaced with
automatic compositing equipment.

10. Current sampling equipment.and methodologies need
to be refined' to ,improve data reproducibility and
accuracy.

125
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il. Apparent wastewater chemistry cpdracteristios
and facility removal efficiencies can easily be
manipulated' by choice of sampling equipment and
methodology.

7
12./ There is need for development of a synthetic

i suspended Solids waste to evaluate sampler
performance'under controlled laboratory condi-.
tioths.

.
,

.
13. Under ideal conditions the precision of flow

measurement by section personnel is 110 percent.

4
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7.

FAPPEilDiX

NAMES AND ADDRESSES QF MANUFACTURERS AND'

SUPPLfERS OF SAMPLERS LISTED IN TABLE I

SigmanOtor 'Model WA- and WD-2
-

Si grAcirmitor, ,Inc.

4.- 14 Elizabeth Street .

Middleport, New York 14105

Brtliqgrd Model EV -11,2v EP-1

Eitel 1 s fo rd and Company

Milton Road
,Rye, New York 10880"-

Hants MArk_p,

Testing MachThes
400 Bayvfew Avenue

. tyvil le, New York 914701

SCO fitzdel 1*1 and 1392,

/fist rUaientatitil- Specialties Company
P, 0, Sox 5347.
Lintol`n, Netwaska '68505

iirco MkV7S

Sirao Controls Company
401 Second Avenue West
Seattle, Washington 98119

Pro-Tech C6-125P

Aga
Pro-Tech, Inc.

Roberts Lane
Malvern, Pbnnsyliania 19355

QCEC Model CVE

Quality Control Equipment Company
2505 McKinley Avenbe
Des Moines, Iowa 50315

113
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1.4.

:

N-Con Scout, surveyor, aiSentine

, N-Con Sys t'ems COmpany), Inc.'
Clean Waters Building
New Rochelle/ New York 10801
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Suppleisient II

WASTEWATER SAMPLING MfTHOOOLOGIES

1615-
FLOW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

EOluation of The Quantum Science Limited
Model 0-3e00.

by

Robert L. Greenall

April 19, 1976

Manufacturer: Quantum ScienCeitd.. t--
27 St. Georges Road

Cheltenham, Glos.- G.L. 50 3 DT
i

England.'
,,

$111.00 t(Asof October 16, 1975)/

120

Type of Sample: Flow related or time average, isokinetic
/ sampling -

Time-Composite Range: .i hours to 8 days

Sample Size: 3 liters Maximum (0:79.gallos)

ConstructionMatefial: `The sample chamber -is unplasticized poly-
vinyl chloride. All other parts with the
exception of the regulator are polyprophlene.

1
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Sampler Description

The QS-3000.sampler offers a unique approach.to liquid sam-

pling. It has no moving parts, and requires no.power to operate.

The sample chamber is immersed in the sample stream, and the sample

is forced by hydrostatic pressure through a 6in ('.236 inches) inlet

into the chamber. -The sampling rate is determined by the rate.

of air release, which is controlled by the adjustable regulator

and the depth of iiquid'Above the inlet. The sample can be./

collected in either a flow related or time related manner. Due

t9 the design of the inlet plug, samples `are 'reportedly collected

isokinetically. The following is a diagram and major'parts list

of the QS-3000.

4

.

1. Aiir regulator controlling VIR sampling r 0.
2. Coupler apnnecting regulator to a kat, or the

TA inletrug (see below). -
3: Fixing arm.
4.. Snorkel coupler allowing more snorkIs to be used

in deep water.
5. One or more snorkels (3 arr supplied*: standard).
6. Sample chamber.
7. Blank plug.
S. Inlet plug.

.133
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-For a more. detailed description and operating procedure,

refer to the 'attached brochure.

Evaluation Procedure

Field Test
.

The sampling performance evaluatiof the.QS=3000 we done

at-the Kansas City, Kansas Kaw Point Sewage Treatment Plant (STP)

Effluent. solids content of the primary.efflynt is high

enough td, rigorously test the ability of the sampler to collect

a sample with a representative ,content of suspended solids. 'The

samples collected werekdompared with'those collected by an Isco

1392 installed,at the same location. The Isco 1392 Was'chosen for

comparison because it is the sampler most ofteh used by Mater,

Section personnel to sample STP effluents, and because its' sampling

capabilities are as good as any'sampler available'at this time. ,

- The QS-3000 was installed in the clarifier trough by clamping

t¢ snorkel to trench jacks which Were wedged across the trough.

The Isco sample inlet was placed nearby in the same trough. Samples

were collected from both samplers for 3 days.

At theilegional L4boratory for chemical oxygen

filterable solids (NFS), 44 ammonia (NH3).

f
Laboratory Test

Theywereanalyzed

demand (COD), non-

A laboratory test was conducted to determine if the QS-3000

sampled at the rate at which the regulator was set., The sampler

was immersed in a 20 gallon (76.liters) aquarium and allowed to

sample for 24 hours. The test was performed on 2 days.

134
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Results

123

-The results obtained from the comparison test with the

Isco 1392 are presented belOw:

10.

March 8-9

ISCO QS-3000

COD 938 mg/1 ,908 mg/I
, ... .

,

NFS. ;164 mg/1 196 mg/1

. NH3' 1'8 mg/1 16 mg/1

,,......,4 I

March 10-11

COD

NFS

NH 3

March 11-12

COD 610 mg/1 660 mg/1

NFS 112 mg/1 .152 mg/1

I.

NH3 mg/1 4f. 14 mg/r7

840 m§/1 .875 mg/1 2%

164 mg/1 213 my /1

16 mg/1 14'mg/1
.

a
135

Difference.
A

2%.

9%.

6%

(4

T5%
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5

The average percent dtfferenee of the dafly.reS%ults for

COD, NFS, and NH3 are 3%, '12%, and 5% respectively. 'The'percent-

t<qes aria vAthin eipectet,randdm error fdr their respective analysis. -

_The: fol 1 owing results were obtained from. the labolatbry
41, .411

A

test. 1

Date 3-18 3 -19 .

- 24 hrs.
35 eth

0.75 liters /24
2.8 liters

two (2) times the amount

Sampling time 51 24 hrs.
Depth of Water $7 ma's
Regulator Setting 1.5 liters/24 hrs.

-Sample Collected 3.5 liters

*. 'The sampler Collected mor4an
for which it ilas set.

4,

d

'124

44

Discussion .
. J

.
'"..*.".

The comparison demonstrated that ,the QS-113000 is suitabTe for.

use as a wastewater. and stream compositor. -,The.perpent dffferences,
, S.4 .

#,of the analytical 'results are,within expected random error for the
analySes. The char*acter and aiunt'of suspended solids of the , ....

...

... waste efflMent were such that ,similar results*should be elpseted

if a ,stream tes'ewat con tad.,
, 40 ..The results fronl.the laboratory teSt do 'not correlate with

the observations gained 'during field testing. ..TheIltvel of the*i t 411
..

, wastewater in the Kaw Point clarifier was not constant therefore.. ., . .
no exact testing of vmpling rate coulil be done. 'The regulator

41.

p was set at a mate average head, a,nd the- 'amount of sample

: S

p

Cal ectedWas. observed, o less than the setting. his observation
.* 1.* A* .

dick not confirm the results ,obtained from tHe laboratory test...
< 4

IIII
f ft.

..i'

:.

,/ 13G

,
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The laboratory test was. not an' ideal tes he liquid-was static

.it

1.

p

J25

0

while the field testing was done in la proving stream. Ideal test-
ring of sampling rate should be done in a-moving stream 50 station-
a

a,

ry head.

Sdveral problems Were noted- in use of the QS:-30001 diffi-
cult ,to submbrge an air filled container with ,a volume f approxi-
mately three (3101i.ters (183 cubiq inches). It must be either

../
weighted.or braced infOog'itionin Ord& to-r in submerged. _This

-requirement introddces' the other 'proyem. I' ar4 no mounting

a
.-

braCketsdowihe sampler. During testing,iX ecuby'.clamding,.. .
the snorkel, but this-part is-'not stfbstantial enough, to hordothe e,
ganiplee in A swift stream. Chances lotjareaking the snorkel and

v
:losing_ the'satirer are too great.); metal harness for th sampl

.1chamber will have- tovbe fabricated. for future uie.° -.a
, . . ..,

The over-all pertforrnance of the` was lery good. .=-Con-,
.4( 1 ,sideringperformance, initial cost, ease of use and inaTnZnance;41 .

4: t ' 4'

.the sampler could be a very useful piece of equipment for fdture ,?

No,

sampling needs.

.44

. .
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"4'14'4 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
SURVEILLANCE, AND ANALYSIS DIVISIONit0 ,

REGION VII
ip,,,

44, 5'

/ 25 FUNSTON 110A0.-...10 KANSAS CITY, KANSAS Sills

'February 4, 1976
.

Mr. ,Dick' Fleenor

c/o" Manning Environmental Corporation
120 DuBo4s Street
P.O. Box 1356
Santa Cruz,'Califotlnia 95061

Dear Mr. Fleenor:

r

126'

Attached is the brief report of our efforts to use the sonar-type
flowmeter you loaned to ys for evaluation. 'Basically, we had consider-
able difficulty in establishing the'calibration of the unit for a 'tem-

porary installatiOb. Y .ou will,no0e, we Uparently had some interference

due to, the, spread of the signal conArld due to the lack of an adequate
portable support for petransduter. The flow chart which was obtained

from the trial of this uni &is attached. The chart shows remarkable
stability as shown by the zero points whith occur during the nighttinfl
hours when the pump is shut off on both days of record. The comparison
of 'the flow record obtained from your sonar meter and the plant perma-
nent flow recorder'differ by 20 percent which is a significant Volume

of water. This error could be caused by an error of approximately one F
inch ilt the.calibration of the unit which, as you can read in the
attached report, could have beeti easy to make.

.

r'airk not fop familiar, mith title capabilities of the sonar-type unit
and the ,requirements for tagets for calibration, but some very spe-

q$
cific instructions and techniques for setup willzbe required to make

.this unit perform with optional accuracy for temporary field setups.

F '

Attachments

encerely,

*Wilijam J. fer

Chief
Water Section

,138
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A QUICK EVALUATION OF THE USE OF.THE

MANNING*UTL-2i80 ULTRASONIC LE4EL TRANSMITTER-

By

'Harry 'Kimball

.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region VII

Surveillance and Analysis ,Division

retrtiary 4.61V6

4

The purpose of this report is to oUt1104,4e procedureused in

setting up and thd problemS7encountered watti'theMarnlingoUTL-n00

.

Ultrasonic Level Trantmitter plus some suggestions foe. future use.
c,

The Level Transmitter was loaned to the invironmental Protectiono

Agency by the. Manning Envix,onmer.ial 'O'rporalltion'aildwas.usedlahed

treatment plant at.Westpoint, $44Aska January 21 thru January 23, 1976.-s
Is .

The Level transmitter was
k.

pstalled on a six-inch Parshall flume

with the use of a tripod. The. transducer wasllocatedso that there
0

was-about .two feel of space betwee.Ohlikface of the transducer and the

highest.expectedllevel.ofgE. (Experimentation in then lab showed`

at about two feet of space was necessary for proper 'operation.)

The 'distance from the face of the transducer to the bittoeof the flume
10 1, - 4111P

13J,
.00

-411P

7
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was measured to be 44 inches. The ta-nsdiice was then removed and

-positioned.ovier a manhole cover for calibration. This is where problems 1

)o
were encountered. The tripod was not tall enough to hold the transducer

44 inches above the itarget(manhole cover). One member of the team had

to hold the transdOcer 44 inches above the target while another set the

range as described-in the attached Calibration instruction sheet. It

was difficult to hold 'the'transducer absolutely at thCright height and
4,

level which caused the meter to jump while it was being zeroed: Also,

the presence of the person holding tie transducer will cause a change

Ar.
in the reading. (This was determined in the lab before the field test.)

Andnerjrossible,source of error was the fact that the manhOle cover

had three rigs 1/2-inch high and 3/4 -inch Wide 0A tdp At.

The transducer was then positioned 23 inches'above the target.

This could be done:with the tripod. The span was set according' to the

Calibration. instruction sheet. This gave a span of 21 inches (from 114 .

inches tad 23 inchelp It was placed 44 inches above the bottom of the

flume in a 1 1 pry,Ition (there Is a bubble on the top of the trans-
. t'

ducer for this vrpos ) and securedowith fiberglass tape

Due to thr2' fact, that the meter could not -be brought to zero or

100withoUt the gcho light remaining on (see the Calibration' sheet), the

rlidter readings at the _44- and23-inch distances were marked on the strip

chart recorder. This left the 21-inch span with 47 units on the paper

tape instead of fifty.

ti

14(i
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6,

-
The instrument Case with strip chart record was wrapp,d in a

plastic bag an4,.set on,the.g-round. The case app a ed tokbe well Sealed

against moisture' but the plastic bag was Used for added protection

against frdst.

The first and most important recommendation is the use of a tall

/tripod. The lamest sourceof error is probably in the calibration of

the instrument. The setting of the range was very rough due to the lack

of a solid support. A collapsible five-foot tripod would have increased

;

the,precision of the range calibration substantially. It wouldbe best

4

r.
if the tripod were designed so-that the leveling of the transducer

-AO
could be done with thumbscrews 'rather than by moving the tripod, which

also changed the height of the transducer.

A steel target should be carried by the operatdrfor calibration

rather than relying on finding a manhole cover or something else at the

treatment plant.

4

'1k
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cALIBRATICIN

ICAUTION: DO NOT JOPERATE THIS UNIT WITH TRANSDUCE-R-OISCONECTEti

1. Titan power on

2. Turn span and range pots'CCW to stops

Perpendicular a) exactly upright or vertical, b) being at right

angles to a given line or plane

Note: In all cases, the Transducer face must be parallel to the

surface being measured, so the beam will be perpendicular

tithe surface. '4.

3. Set target at zero level 04nidlum level, no flow, maximum distancelh%

1 :

:I .

,

4. Turn range pot CW until echo light stops flashing, teen turn slcwly

I .'

.

CCW until meter reads zero % (Note:.-echo light may flash occasionally,

but not retulgrly. Tweak pot if necessary)

S. Move target to max level (Full flow, minimuimdistaitce)

6. Turn span pot CW until echo light stops flashing,. then CCW until

meter reads 100%. (Theecho light may flash occasionally, causing

the meter to jump above 10Q0. Teak pot for 100%)

r

,

Os

1424

At
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ECHO LICHT

What it, Tells You,

Power On,"Calibration Switches Down

OFF: Good Echo,in range, in span

FLASHING: Good Echo, out of range, span, or bothl

ON; Inadequate (bad) echo ,

.
,

1Noti: False indicationsdications .

1. If power off or low .

2. If gain too high (meter oTr 100% and echo light out)
3. Unit imp) Terly grounded Lmeterwover 100%, or bouncing

aroundLi

I

GUN (Aiming'the Transducer) "

Lift 'peter switch up, the meter now indicates the strength-of the retign

echo. With the target at min. fgvel. (zero, max distance from Transducer

aim the Transducer fro a maximum indication.

if. If over 100% reduce gain (CCW)

2. If under 70% increase gain (CW)
II-

.

It is no7mal for the meter oebounce about '10%, if it periodically bounces

above and below this amount, eiththe target is moving (ripples, waves"

'turbulent air between Transducer and surface) or the unit is improperly

143
1
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
SURVEILLANCE AND ANALYSIS DIVISION

REGION VII
25 FUNSTON ROAD

KANSAS CITY, KANSAS WM

,February 4, 1976

Mr. Dick Fleenor
Manning Envii.onmental Corp.

120 DuBois Street

P. 0. Box-1356
Santa Cruz, California 95061

Dear Mr. Fleenor:

.133

.
We appreciate the opportunity to test the prototype Portable Discrete

Wastewater Sampler Mode) #4040 which you recently sent usk As we hVe
discussed before, we feel that this unit and its predecessor the S-4000

are among the most flexible and desirable Units on the market'today. We

have used the compositor for several weeks.in various sample collection

efforts and are now packing it up to ship it back to you.

Basically the uni' is similar to the -4000 in ,that-it operates

with a vacuum pump off a 12 volt lead acidtattery contained in the case.

The intake velocity with the sample hose sNilied is 5.0 to 5.1 fps at

"a 3-foot suction head. The unit supplied to us operated through 41/2.

days of hourly, sample collections of 300 ml samples_at a 3-foot suction

head withone fully charged battery as-supplied.

,Specific comments by °Or field staff are listed below and should
be eValuated from the perspective that we do feel this is one of the

be4st units on the market today.

A. Specific Attractions .

1. The new.quick connect intake hose fitting is a real- timef

saver, especially during cold weather, and performed

flawlessly during our trials.

2. Addition of the samples/bottle- bottles/sample option
significantly increases the range of application of tlhis

unit.

3. Sealing the controls against the atmosphee in the
instaIlation sides should improve the longevity of the

circuitry. -

B. Areas of Needed Improvement

The.normal way we carry the compositor to and from.each

site is by one handle. In this position the lead acid

145



battery routinely leaked on the components of the sampler

mechanism, on the ground, and occasionally on'the clothes

of the sample collector.

2. The cage hardware and fit of the components is still not c

ideal. As received from you, some of the latches were

loose and by the time we had used the unit for a month it

was necessary to take numerous extra precautions to keep

the parts together.

3. 'The manual cycle switch which was on the S -4000 and has

now been deleted was a very desirable feature and should

have been retained. We routinely use this to check

performance at each installation prior to leaving the

site.

4.' The ice' compartment is still not large enough to maintain

4 °C dun tis the summer and the shape of the bottles is not .

conduci to removing all the solids when measured quantities

are removed for preparation of,whole compos.ites.

5. We irequently have access to 110 Volt AC at sampling sites I
and it would be a distinct advantage to have the compositor

capable of AC-DC operation.

6. Our limited experience with the new type sample aliquot

_Ps size mechanism. is that it is a large step backward. The

knife edge slot created by the spiral slotted sleeve ds

to catch any stringy solids and cause the volume of the

samples collected to vary considerdbly during the composite

period.

7. A-quick conn \fitting on the distributor arm similar to

that on the in ke hose would facilitate use of the 14040

with a sivgle bottle and increase its flexibility.

I hope this - review suits'your expectations and we will be pleased to

cooperate in similar efforts,in the future, if you so desire.

Sincerely,L
William J. Ke

Chief
Water Section
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 135

2

SUBJECT: Sigmamotor LMS 400 Flowmeter Serial Numbers 118

FROM:

and 127

Daniel J. Harris '/

Sanitary Engineer

TO: All Water Survey Staff

r

DATE: July 16, 1975

The subject instruments have been tested under laboratory
conditions.at.yarious controlled temperatures using the following
flow rate situation:

Primary Device 18-inch Parshall flume .

Head {constant): 10 inch (0.833 ft)

Flow Rate (calculated): 2.93 mgd (4.530 ft 3lsec)

The following data indicate the maximum percentage variation
in flow at the three temperatures which were selected:

Temperature Instrument Serial Number

°C 118- 127

25 77 0 -2

5 41 -3 -4.

46 114 +10 +3

30 86 -1 -2

Over the four-day testing period, the mean daily flow rate
of instrument No. 118, as determined from the instrument totalizer,
was within 0.5 percent Of the calculated rate. The totalizer
reading of instrument No. 127 was also within this percentage.

Previous difficulties with these instruments are considered
to be eliminated and the subject equipment fully suitable for
field work. .

EPA Form 620.6 (Ray. 6.72)
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

SUBJECT. Evaluationof the Instrumentation Spbcia lties
Company (ISCO) Model 1700 Flew Meter

.
- ,

,

FRO/y: Daniel J. Harris .&'/.4t:

Sanitary Engineer, Water Section. Region VII'

DATE: July 23, 1975

TO Files

The prototypof the subject instrument, which was not in
production at the time of this writing, was loaned to theWater

4 Section for evaluation. This memorandum reports the results of
a laboratory test which was run on the' ISCO 1700 and presents
an appraisal of the instrument feattires.

A brief list of pertinent specifications of the 1700 Flow
Meter follows: f

Sensor: Head level pressure detector

Power Source: 12-v DC or power ,pack for 112-v conversion

Pressure Source: Internal air pump and tank

Size: Length 18.5 in. (with batteryr

W1 10 in.
10.1 in.

abaft Recorder: None, has output terminal
4

Total izer: Direct read put, no conversions - can be reset
to zero

Bubble Rate: Adjustable externally

Head Range: 0-1, 0-2, and 0-3 ft

Cape: Heavy plastic, reportedly waterproof

Case Latches: Plastic,

Brice: Not available

The subject instrument was tested at various -temperatures
unde laboratory conditions using the following simultited
situation:

Primary Device: 18-inch Parshari flume

EPA Form 1320-6 (Ray. 6.72)

Head:' 10 inched (0.833 ft)

/
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4

2 111

0.026
Formula: Q 4W Ha

1 (5i2W

wbetv 'Q floh 1N4to, cry

W = throat 'width, ft

Head , ft

4.530 ft 3/sec
Q(0.833 ft)

= 2:93 Mg

Instrument Settings!

Range = 1 ft

Scaling constant = 6'.QP ft 3/sec*

*F.low rate th rodgh .18-inch Pa rsha 11 fl ume. wi th 'r ft head.

The following table indicates the temperatures 'at which the
instrument was tested and the fl ows taken from the instrument
flow totalizer as well as the calculated elapsed

10,

Date
July
1975

Time

Military,

Temp.

°C

El apsed
' Time

Seconds

Totalizer.

Reading
ftJ

Calculated
Total 1
Flow ft° .

Remarks

.

4
11 , 1140 25 0 0 '0 . Room Temperature
11 1152 25 720 3,090 3,261 t .e

11 1244 25. 3,840 17,450 17,395
..

11, 1506 25 .-- 12,360 55,890 55,990 .

11 2016 . 25 10,960 137,640 140,248
12 -' 1720 25 106,800 _' 480,720 483,804 ,

12 1730 25 107,400 481,940' , 486,522 a .

14 -. 0733 5 244,380 1.075 x 106 1.11 x 106 Transfer to col d Rm
14 1037 42 255,420 1.12 1.157 .

44 i 46

: 22673212000 111131

.i 125%7

1.121110 -. .

14 1758. 31 281,880 1.2491 1.277
15 0732 30 330,120 1.472 1.498.
15 1247 30 349,620 1.559 1.583
15 , 1445

..

30 356,700 1.592 1.615
.

.

.
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Er

cation. Temp-
erature chaiige had no notiOal_e- effect on the-instt ment other e.

thzin producing' sorqeilariationYin water volume which resulted'ain
mindr-Oanges in head. This thane was prdbably'responsible for

*? the difference between the tatalizer readings and the calculated
It° flow* rate. .

.
. Ari_ examination of tfie table would indicated *hat the totalizer

flows cbmpared favoeably with e caIcuVated f ows and were' Wt11*
-Within the toreeances needed_jor'-'-atty practica an

I,

111
V

I

, . .

. '. The nstrument. was found to be simple to set Op. The end'
. 'Of tha l/-8, i0 I.D. bubble tine does not have tit be at the same

eleyarioo as the botto st of the primary device,* Differences
in elevation-.(within- an be zeroed out aith an adjustment
knob. The, instrumetit is equipped with a sensoroyOch detects
sudden i nr ases .ip head ndimi 11, momentarily increaWtne air w

flow natal This feature reduces wafting time in setting up and
calibrating the flbwmeter.. ' .

. III4 . 4

he'instrument*rvequires a separate circular disk, which isIr

. . . ,

readelectivnically, by the -rnstrumenSixfOr each type of primary
device. These diskt 'are readily changed in a' matter of seconds.ii. i - -.,

do
Tjle instrument tested was well- constructed with good.-quality

.ha-rcrtiffe.',The heavy plasticca.se-would-appeiar to Psrmit a great.
deal of` abuse.

. The flexible Plastic latches on the, prototype are a source.
of cpncern.. ,Field experience by ,the Water Settion has indicated'

f ,hat this type, of latch frequently breaks .after a fell months, of
use.

. .* From-the standpoint of simplicity and ease of installation, t
a self-contained re-ear-der-would be'desirabie for monitoring flow

. , ..., r patterns. '.,' ,

,
, .

. ir .
'LAI .

. _
'' "\' . ,

I for monitoring Needs aJarious regulatbry agencies, it Wp u ld. .
be useful if the caseNhad a built-1n compartment for storing the

.. . extra disks necessanti for different primary flow devices;
* ° . ,. , t , - . S.

The case was not equipped. with a hafree. In some monitoring/..',
'Si faations,, such 'as'a manhole, a' surface for setting the;Thstrument .

on is not a-vailable,., The manufacturer should give some considet;ation
to lirovidi ng a` handle4ns some featfire 'which will enable a,..f...ield

. .. crew tap suspend the instrument. SuspenSion of ,the- prototype would
be , Ape w ha t.<1 i ffiCult. -

4
.

..... . . .- 4wi tth. . .*The instrumerritiested was not equipped with an aff 4tids, an
. ,

.... .
.

,
-,.4' '

.

.at
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.

1,

4044-The "zero adjust",knob of the instrument testedIas found:` ,'...

.
.

,

to be extreme"! sensitive on the 0 to 1 foot. range. Calibration
.of the instrument could be easily lost by inadvertently brushing i,'°

against this knO.b. The manufacturer should consider putting a .

locking device on ihe knob.
,

.,

.. . .

This' instrument was returned to to Instvmentation
Compapy, -OS on July 18, 1975. 'At lat time, the manufacturer

''. indicated t a Chart. recorder. would be made available for this
instOumentv*

With the optional char order andthe minor modifications
reiommendk, the ISCO 1700'istudged to be entirely suitable for
yise by the Water Section in its routine,menitoring activities.

.14 4

It)
a A: 12

4

4

44.

44.
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INTRODUCTION

s.
This report is a ,supplement to the.Water Section's ongoing

SUFRLEMENT 1 .

WASTEWATER SAMPLING. METHODOLOGIES

AND

FLOW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES.

SIGMAMOTOR MODEL MV-1

RITCHEY

JULY 24, 1975'

qp,

evaluation of new wastewater sampling eqbipment and flow measurement
.. . . i

i

-.devices. Pemented are the results of a limited laboratory ani

field evaluation of the Sigmamotor*Model MV-1 wastewater. sampler

which was loaned to the section through the courtesy of the

manufa6turer.

SAMPLER,SRECIFICATIONS

Power Supply:, 112-v AC

Type of Pump:; Finger Pump
Jr

Purge Cycle,: ; Yes '

Type of Sample: Time composite

.

CaseMaterlio. Fibergla5s
.

.

J .

Size: 13.3 ) 15.2 x .34.2-inches (3318.1'28.7 x ti7cm)

Timer: Digital type senies..333 Shawnee Programmable - Made Soli

- State Timer O.;

Sample CycleiTime: 1/100 to 99.89 minutes

Sampling.Tim4:- 1100 to 99.99 minutes 5
41

' $1,480 -152
XV

VI1P



? #

Sampling-Collection Container: Matufactirer recomMends 5 gailon
(18.9 liter) container

Intake Tube ID: 0:25,0 0.375 inches 40.635 or0.375 cm)

Motoe'Morsepower: 0.25-

Maximum Head: 16.5 fis14)
I '

Sample Collection Container Compartment; None.

OPERRTIONALIPTIOP

S

The unit collected varying volumes of/sample at preset time
,,-.

intervals. Sample voluMes were dependent u'pon head, intake tube

ID40;tycle time, and pumping rates. Pumping rat -es were,adliUstable.
. .,

110 ugh a variable gear reducer located between the pump and'

motor. The maximum setting
,,

of the reducer produced 450 rpm:

'The output stage ofthe timer can have the timing seguedce

changed by means of external ,13mgers which Gan make the lime an

interval timer, a delay timer, or a repeat,cycle pulse generator.

TESTING

The laboratory phase of the kvaluationwas Canfintd to deter-

mining the maximum intate yelocity of the sampler using Tygon

intake tubinwith two different diameters. Each of the intake _ ,

thOes were 25 ft (7.6 m) long acrd were connected tea 0:5 m (1.27 cm)

1D tube whichs fixed to the finger pump. The results ofthe
. % .

tests which were run at zerd 'bead are as follows:

141 1

A

Setting intake Tube ID, incihes (cm) Intake Velocity, ft/sec (in./set),

., -- ,

Maximum 0.375 (0.952) . III 14(0.58)

Maximum 0.25 (0.615) 3.1 (0.415)

The second phase of the testtng was conduited at the Kansas. City,

153
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Kan,,i-,; KM,/ Point ',esoge Ireatwit PlAnl. phav, WA% ronfluttoA
'. .

to determine the operational reliability of the unit 'when lipd to
,i,s

sample a raw wasj-Zt. The raw waste of the KAW Pointplant

includeddomestie as wet as industrial wastewater. ast

experience, this waste found to be very diffidult to sample

because of meat scrap's and fiberous type material which plugged

sampler intake lines, valves, and metering chambers. Pertinent'

information regarding the sampling situation and the instrument

settings were as lsows:

Sampling 4jeacf: 6'ft (1.8 m)
d'.

Intake TUbe ID: 0.25 and 0.375 inch (0.635 and 0.952 cm)

Pump Setting: Maximum

Infne

0.25 in. (0.635 cm)%, 0.375 ih. 0.952 cm)

Nril

so

Cycle Tithe:

Sample Time:

Sample Volume Per Cycle:

1 minute

424 seconds-

350 ml

. .1 minute

18,seconds

260 ml

The sampler was- tested with each of the two size; of intake..

tubes'thraugh 48.cycles. The unit did not plug or fail to take a

.samplie throughout the 48 cycles with either 8f.the two intake tubes.

-. DEFICIENCIES
. ,

41! During, the laboratory alpi,fiela testing4the Water Section .

40-

noted several operational problems with.the uOt Which inctud04

the following:

'1. The rubber gasket around the edges of-the fiberglass case

came loose. .
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2. TherQwwere air, leaks at the tube connections which' testrlted

in decreased sample volume's. Section personnel rectififd this

J43

defiCiency by securing the connections with small hose clamps.w

3. The end of the tube on the discharge sge of the pulp had

to be kept above the liquid level in the sample collection container.,

If the tube was-in contact, back siphoning occurred following the

purge cxcle.
, A

pressurebulb colleciet Moisture which reduced
. .

the amount of air used topurge,the intake tube after sa q.

5. When the intake tubing'Was in a horizontal pla Ltbe

-purge cycle did net clear the intake tube. -

OVERALL APPRAISAL OF.41SAMPLEQ

NOP <1

yaw

When evalbatid samplers, the finding of,the secti, are

nted tovard the monitoring needs" of the division and tend to

reflec't judgements based tioon.past collective experience. This

appraisal. was written with these constraints in mind.

The variable intake velocit of the Sigmamotor Model MV-1

was a desirable feature which was not available in other equipment

Sit

on the market. The heavy duty equipment usedin Constrvtingthe
.

unjt appeared to make it ideal for permane monitoring instdllations
47.

Ainvolving raw wastewaters with heavy suspended solids. Data were

.41' "1'.

. not available to indicate whether or not the maximum intake velocity
.

. ,

. .,

rot this unit was sufficient to produce representative samples of

/06 ---;

raw wastewaters: .
.$

,
4fs.

, Those characteristics which made the sampler suitable for ,

... , , p.

permanent lOcations detrActed. from the usefulness of the unitofbr

1. 5 5
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the routine five and six day ompliamt monitor10 'investioatinns"

conducted by the ction. se sampler features or lack Ofthem
,

--
included the size and'weight,.the absence of a battery power optiOn,

and the lapk of an insulated sipple collectAon container compartment.

Based .on the needs of the Water' Section, the Silimamotor-ModelL,---

MV-1 was not found to be a significanitimprovementiver other

wastewaterirsamplino.equipment on the market.
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